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GOP tickets
nearly gone
by Elizabeth Kimes
staff reporter

A large number of tickets for
Wednesday's visit by President
Ronald Reagan have already
been distributed, according to
representatives of ticket outlets.
The tickets — which are free
— are being distributed at five
locations throughout Bowling
Green: the Union Oval, the
Wood County Republician
Headquarters, the Bowling
Green Chamber of Commerce,
U.S. Congressman Delbert Latta's office and the Wood County
Commissioners' Office.
Initially, a total of 15,000 tickets were available.
According to Gary Kappelman, special events coordinator
for the College Republicans, the
group began dispensing the 3,000
tickets they received on Monday. He said tickets will be distributed today in the Union Oval,
weather permitting, with the
lobby of the Union being used as
a rain location.
Kappelman said anyone who
cannot pick up tickets between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. can obtain them
at tonight's meeting of the Col-

lege Republicans at 7:30 p.m. in
220 Math/Science Building.
"The tickets give the White
House people a sense of the
numbers that are going to be
there," Kappelman said. "Plus,
it is something to take home to
remember it.
Michele Woodward, a White
House aide, said the tickets
must be presented to enter the
event, which will take place outside of the Wood County Courthouse. Spectators can keep their
tickets after showing them at
the entrance, she said.
The Wood County Republican
Headquarters, 1045 N. Main St.,
began distributing tickets Saturday. Judy Hansen, comanager of the headquarters,
said approximately 750 tickets
had been distributed Monday.
Joan Gordon, executive manager of the Bowling Green
Chamber of Commerce, said
various groups such as a Bowling Green nursery school and a
high school from Seneca County
have requested tickets. The
Chamber of Commerce, 139 W.
Wooster St., is also serving as a
pick-up point for groups who requested tickets.
a See Tickets, page 4.

Painting for the President
Elaine Quillet, senior general business major and member of the College Republicans, helps paint signs for President Reagan's visit on

BGNews/Pauivemon
I Wednesday afternoon. The group hopes to have 2,000 signs painted
| for the presidential appearance. SEE RELATED STORY PAGE FIVE.

Visit sparks protests Secret Service prepares
by Deborah Gottschalk
assistant managing editor

President Ronald Reagan's visit to Bowling
Green Wednesday to spread the message, "I trust
George Bush with the future," spurred students
and local residents to organize a protest for the
day.
The group opposing Reagan's visit met Friday
afternoon at the United Christian Fellowship
(UCF) to develop a plan for protesting the president's endorsement of presidential nominee and
current Vice President George Bush.
Tim Jurkovak, sociology teaching fellow and
protester, said "Bush did well enough last night
(at the debate) for us to worry what would happen
if he was in office."
According to Jurkovak, the protesters were
unable to obtain tickets for Reagan's 1984 University visit. He blamed the ticket distribution system
for the lack of available tickets, saying tickets

were given to fraternities, sororities and Young
Republican
members.
lf
By the time we knew about them, they were all
gone," he said, saying without the tickets, the
protesters were unable to enter the arena.
This year, he said protesters are organizing to
avoid a mishap. At their organizational meeting
they decided to work to individually obtain tickets.
Diane Docis, graduate student in political
science, said the protesters will be effective "as
long as we're central enough and arouse interest."
The group decided to meet Monday evening to
paint anti-Bush and anti-Reagan signs to display
during the president's speech.
The group plans to gather at noon at UCF before
the speech.
Docis said the protesters are not trying to do
anything that would prohibit Reagan from speak"He has the right to speak and students have
every right to hear him speak," she said.
She said because Dukakis will not be visiting the
□ See Protester, page 4.

by Beth Church
copy editor
Sunglasses and three-piece
suits may be all the public sees
of the Secret Service, but according to one federal agent,
making Bowling Green safe for
President Reagan's Wednesday
appearance is no easy job.
^Facilities, personnel, times,
schedules, equipment and locations are all part of planning,"
said Anthony Carmona, the special agent in charge of the U.S.
Secret Service in Toledo.
Carmona said the primary
effort of securing the area involves coordinating people and
equipment.

Streets closed for speech
■;

L_
■ROADS CLOSED
Tues. & Wed.
■POSSIBLE
ROADS CLOSED
Tues. & Wed.

BOOSTER ST

Tuesday
According to the National Weather
Service at the Toledo
Express Airport today's forecast calls
for mostly cloudy skies
with a 50 percent
chance of rain. The
high will be in the mid
to upper 40s. Tonight
will be cooler In the
mid 30s with a 20 percent chance of rain.
Wednesday's weather outlook Is partly cloudy with the high
in the mid 50s.

by Beth Thomas
editor

See related story page Bve.
Several city streets are being
closed to accomodate the president's visit to Bowling Green
Wednesday.
According to City Public
Works Director Dave Barber,
several streets will be closed
sometime today, and the remainder will be blocked off during the night.
He said the following roads
are being closed:
DCourt Street — from Main
Street to Enterprise Street.
; Pike Street — from Prospect
Street to Enterprise Street.
DOak Street — from Main
Street to Prospect Street.
a Prospect Street — from
Wooster Street to Ridge Street.

aSummit Street — from
Wooster Street to Ridge Street.
Barber said two other streets,
North Enterprise and North
Prospect, will probably be
closed for all or part of the day.
The roads will re-open as soon
as possible after the president's
departure; however, it will take
a while for the expected 15,000
people attending Reagan's
speech to clear the area, Barber
said. All roads are expected to
be open by Thursday morning.
He said there will be no parking between Wooster and Ridge
Streets and between Main and
Thurstin Streets, beginning
sometime today and continuing
through Wednesday. Barber
said there is already a restriction on parking near the
D See Streets, page 6.

"Everyone who lives and
works in that area 'around the
Wood County Courthouse) has to
be taken into consideration. We
can't completely restrict everyone's freedom of movement,"
Carmona said.
Although he would not elaborate on the types of threats
officers are on the alert for,
Carmona said, "when you secure an area, you have to identify all the dangers — individuals,
groups of people, even the physical environment."
Area law enforcement officers
— including Wood, Lucas, Henry
and Hancock counties — also
must be briefed on security activities, he said.

"Even though Wood County
officers are playing a major
role, all the area police departments are contributing both
manpower and equipment," he
said.
Carmona would not say how
many officers are involved in
protecting the president. He also
would not comment on the types
of security measures used, or
when security planning began.
"It's like playing cards — you
can't always show your hand.
We don't consider this a game,
you realize, but you Just can't tip
your hand. We re dealing with
defensive measures here —
most of our preparations are
preventive," he said.

USG'sVanzant
resigns position
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

Undergraduate Student Government accepted the resignation of Jim Vanzant, national, state and community affairs
coordinator, at Monday night's meeting.
Although Vanzant was asked to resign, he had been contemplating the action for several weeks, according to Vanzant.
Joe Meyer, USG vice president, said: "we asked him for his
resignation, but we barely beat him (in turning it in)."
Vanzant was involved with several organizations, Meyer
said, and so enough of his time could not be devoted to USG.
Lisa Zollins will move from deputy coordinator to fill the vacancy left by Vanzant, Meyer said.
Vanzant, president of Campus Democrats, said his time was
' 'stretched beyond belief," and he did not feel he could give the
time he wanted to both organizations.
"Also, there was mention by some Republican students that I
couldn't keep my objectivity," Vanzant said. "It insulted me,
but it made me stop and think that if this is the impression I'm
giving, maybe it would be better if I resigned."^ g^ {JSG page 3

News in Brief
CROP events are community efforts held to
raise money for Church World Services. CWS is a
division of the National Council of Churches of
Despite unfavorable weather, between 150 and Christ that specializes in disaster relief, develop200 people participated in the Wood County ment and refugee resettlement.
"CROP'' walk Sunday, according to the walk's coTwenty-five percent of funds from this year's
ordinator.
"After last year's turnout of 22 walkers, the walk will remain in Wood County and 75 percent
number of participants this year was very encour- will go overseas.
Kirkbride said she hopes the positive turnout
aging," Brenda Kirkbride, the coordinator, said.
Kirkbride estimated 100 of the walkers were U- means the walk will be an annual event.
"I see no reason not to continue the walk. With
niveraity students. She said they should get back to
their sponsors to collect money within the next this much support, we can't go wrong,"she said.
by Angle Blandin*
couple weeks, so they can turn it in.

"CROP" walk is success

,-»

First lady borrows clothes
WASHINGTON (AP) — First lady Nancy Reagan
has borrowed and returned a number of expensive
gowns furnished by leading designers since 1982,
but does not believe she was required to disclose
these transactions, her press secretary said Monday.
Spokeswoman Elaine Crispen acknowledged
that Mrs. Reagan had reported such loans when
the question first arose in November 1981. when
the first lady then decided "to err on the side" of
compliance with the Ethics In Government Act of
1978.

Editorial
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Vanzant resignation
a great loss for USG
Yesterday a highly productive and energetic
member of the Undergraduate Student
Goverment was asked to resign — and he did.
Jim Vanzant, former USG national, state and
community affairs coordinator, has been an active
member or the Dukakis campaign this semester.
There can be no doubt Vanzant has been unable to
devote a large amount of time to USG matters this
semester. However, his efforts have had great impact on the student body.
Vanzant has succeeded in heightening student
awareness of the on-going election campaign. He
was actively involved in bringing Rob Lowe to
campus to speak about the election and also worked
to register many students to vote.
It is unfortunate USG felt the need to ask such an
involved member of the University community to
step down from a post involving national and state
issues.
Apparently USG's request came just before Vanzant submitted his resignation independently. We
applaud his ability to recognize he is over- extended
in nis commitments. We nope he was not coerced
into the decision by members of USG — who are the
real losers in this resignation.

Aid, wages needed
to attract students
into nursing field
Somebody call a doctor, the nurses need help.
Big help.
At a time when Ohio needs nurses more than
ever, 13.6 percent of recent nursing school graduates failed the state licensing exam — nearly twice
as many as usual. Of the 3,980 who took the tests
offered m February and July, 543 failed.
The national failure rate tor 1988 was 16 percent,
the highest ever recorded by the National Council
of State Boards of Nursing.
This is grave news, particularly when an American Hospital Association survey completed last
year found that about 79 percent of the 1,500 hospitals questioned said they needed more nurses.
In Ohio, at least 3,100 nurses are needed to fill
current vacancies.
Something needs to be done to strengthen the
quality of graduates coming out of nursing school.
Congress has helped recently by increasing the
amount of federal aid available for nursing education.
A new measure authorizes more than $311 million
to be appropriated over the next three years for
nursing education programs, an increase over the
$56 million appropriated this year.
More federal aid for nursing education is a step in
the right direction, but it will also take better wages
and improved working conditions to attract more
quality young people into the profession.
The shortage of nurses, coupled with the inadequacy of recent graduates, is something not to be
taken lightly. Somebody needs to care for the sick
and elderly.
This crisis calls for major surgery — a Band-Air"
is not going to do.

MIKE ROYKO

Jim Quayle ought to check his wallet
The lady who answers the
phone at the Huntington Herald
Press saxA publisher Jim Quayle
was no longer giving interviews.
Apparently, Mr. Quayle was
tired of answering questions
about his son, Dan, and how the
lad got into the Indiana National
Guard during the Vietnam War.
That was unfortunate, since I
was simply calling in hopes of
doing a favor for Dan's dad.
Being a newborn Republican,
I was hoping to save him and his
son from possible harassment
by the jackals of the media.
As we all know, these are dangerous times for people who are
card-carrving members.
You ask: members of what?
Well, who knows? Right now,
the focus is on card-carrying
members of the ACI.U — the
most notorious of whom is Michael Dukakis.
But that could change
tomorrow. Who knows what evil
old cards lurk in the wallets of
me?
We shove something in our
wallet, forget about it, and then
someday someone might point
at us and say: "You are a cardcarrying member of the PTA."
Or: "You are a card-carrying
member of a library."
And that's what I wanted to
talk to Jim Quayle about. I was
going to suggest that he look
through his wallet and make

sure he wasn't carrying any
cards that could be embarrassingto him or his son.
The card I specifically had in
mind was one that might list
membership in the John Birch
Society.
It's a fact that Dan's dad used
to be a card-carrying member of
this organization, which was
once viewed by its critics as the
wackiest of the right-wing wackies.
According to news accounts,
the elder Quayle was proud of
his membership and cherished
the memory of a meeting he
once had with Robert Welch, the
rich candymaker who founded
the Birch Society.
You don' t hear much about the
Birch Society anymore, although It still exists.
But in its prime, during the
1950s and 1960s, it was the best
known right-wing organization
in the nation.
It was convinced that Communists were everywhere in this
country. I mean, the Birchers
thought those nasty Red buggers
were in our government, our military, the schools, the churches,
libraries, hiding under our beds,
in our closets and coming down
the chimney disguised as Santa.
The threat was worse than in the
"Invasion of the Body Snatchers"
movie.
How bad was it? Well, the

Attend the alcohol
awareness events

You will find several new programs this year, such as "Alcohol: A Special Report," a satellite show with Pat Harvey as
moderator, "In Excess: A
Reader's Theater Presentation," and the health fair in
conjunction with the Alcohol
Awareness Fair. As well, some
of the favorite programs from
(ears past will continue such as
ilms, discussions, speeches,
"celebrities" on lifecycles, a
Dry Dock party and "I'm Driving Club" sign-ups. When selecting our theme, "Know the Issues," we decided our goal was
to educate the public concerning
the uses and abuses alcohol
Only you can determine if you
will drink alcohol: we just want
you to be informed.

The committee coordinating
"Alcohol Awareness Week '88:
Know the Issues" would like to
invite all members of the University and Bowling Green
community to participate in the
programs beginning Sunday,
Oct. 16. By attending at least one
event throughout the week, you
will learn how alcohol consumption can affect your life —
whether it be physical harm,
emotional distress or how it can
affect someone close to you. The
committee, which consists of
professionals, graduate students
and undergraduate students, selected events of educational,
cultural and recreational interests.
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Welch has since died, and the
membership and influence of
the Birch Society has declined.
But it's still around, and it still
sees Commies all over the place.

Coordinator of Alcohol
Awareness Week

Invite Crucial DBC
to open tor UB40
I was very pleased to hear the
announcement of the UB40 concert at BGSU. As an undergraduate, I and several friends
struggled to educate our peers in
the vast category of alternative
and modern music. It is great to
see BGSU hosting a rock-reggae
band like UB40 in a major college setting.
A great portion of the BGSU
student body is finally realizing
that there is much more to music than just "Top 40" and
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At the time, that was a real
shocker — especially to the GIs
who served under Dee when he
commanded the Allied Forces
against Hitler. And all the Republicans who twice gave him
landslide presidential victories.
It was even a shock to the Communists, who had never thought
of Ike as much of a fellow traveler.
I remember a puzzled liberal
acquaintance saying: "If Ike is
a dedicated, conscious agent of
the Communist conspiracy, how
come he always plays golf with
right-wing capitalists? The only
liberal in the group is the caddy."
Later, Welch sort of changed
his tune. He said that he really
didn't think Ike was a cardcarrying, conscious Commie
agent. He said Ike was just an
unwitting Communist tool. In
other words, Eisenhower wasn't
a subversive. He was just dumb.

by Berke Breathed
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Commie threat was so terrible
that, at one point, Welch warned
that President Dwight D. Eisenhower was "a dedicated, conscious agent of the communist
conspiracy."
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In fact, you would be shocked
if I told you who they consider to
be one of the biggest dupes in
America.
But I'll tell you anyway. Sit
down so you don't faint and hit
your head.
It's Ronald Reagan. Yes, they
say he is selling us out by having
relations with the Chinese. And
they're mad at him for dropping
the "evil empire" routine and
trying to reduce tensions with
the Soviet Union.
How quickly they forget.
Maybe Grenada was no Korea
or Vietnam. But at least the
Gipper got us a win.
Anyway, I tried to do my bit.
When I couldn't get through to
Jim Quayle, I called his son's
staff and asked if Dan's dad was
still a card-carrying Bircher.
They said, no, he dropped out
some years ago, although he
was a member when Welch said
Dee was playing footsies with the
Rooskies.
But if Jim Quayle happens to
read this, he ought to go through
his wallet and make sure that
old Birch card is gone.
There are still a lot of guys
who are fond of their old Dee
jackets.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

"classic rock." American college campuses are usually the
stomping ground for new and
innovative music. For a long
time, BG was exempt from this
tradition — but in the last five
years Bowling Green has been
home to a great number of very
talented bands. It is time the
media, UAO and the local night
clubs recognize this and give
these struggling musicians the
chance they deserve.
Possibly, two of the best bands
yet to make it out of BG and continue their careers were Proof of
Utah and Crucial DBC. Last I
heard, Proof was playing the
college circuit in Illinois and enjoying a substantial following.
Crucial DBC is enjoying great
success in California. They nave
developed their own unique style
and have matured into a very
credible band that has contributed substantially to the American original-music scene. I am
told that Crucial even opened for
UB40 recently at a California
concert.
In an interview printed last
rig in Friday Magajnembers of Crucial DBC
stated they wanted to schedule a
Homecoming concert at BG
within the next year. Isn't this
the perfect opportunity to invite
our alumni musicians home as
the opening act for UB40?
Crucial is a natural for such
an opening act. They are similar
to UB40 in that both bands are a
unique and interpreted version
of traditional reggae.
UAO has done an excellent job
in recruiting new types of acts,
but wouldn't it make much more
sense to hire Crucial to open this
concert rather than a virtually
unknown band. We really do owe
it to them.
BUlHollister
5421 St. Rt. 105
Pemberville, Ohio
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Campus safety tours BG Council approves
planned for Thursday union for utility workers
Electric division gets new contract after negotiation
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter
A campus tour for safety, organized by the World Student
Association representative to
the Undergraduate Student
Government, will be held at
dusk Thursday at the Student
Services Building Forum.
USG passed a resolution In
support of the walk, but the organization of the project is coming from Craig Taliaferro, said
Tim Peterson, USG president.
"Thursday seems like a perfect opportunity to me to have a
tour of the campus and see

"We are not singing
songs and we are
not carrying
candles; these are
the 1980s."
-Tim Peterson,
Undergraduate
Student Government
president
where the problem areas are,"
Peterson said.
The tour will show students
are concerned, he added.

Taliaferro, sponsor of the
resolution, wants to improve living conditions on campus,
Peterson said.
Though the resolution called
for a candlelight march, no candles will be used during the tour
because of liability, Peterson
said.
He said "we are not singing
songs and we are not carrying
candles; these are the 19MB.
USG wants to do something
before someone gets attacked; ft
wants to be '"pro-active instead
of reactive," Peterson said.
Peterson said he wants people
to understand the state of the University.

by Rebecca Thomas
assistant cfly editor

Bowling Green City Council
members unanimously approved an ordinance last nignt
authorizing union representation for the electric division of
the city utility workers.
Mike Marsh, city attorney,
said the electric division
workers organized their union
last December, and negotiations
have been going on for about
five months. After meeting In
closed session for more than an
hour, council members reached
an agreement concerning the

USG
D Continued from page 1.
Vanzant said he thought he
could do more by devoting his
time to Campus Democrats,
and USG would be better off in
the long run with someone who
could work full-time.
In other business, the general assembly approved the installment of Alan Isham and
Robert Lewis as at-large representatives.
Isham suspended his District
One appeal and Lewis lost his
District Four appeal in hearings after the USG elections.
During the president's report, Bill Bess, director of public safety, spoke to the general

assembly about various aspects of student welfare.
Bess said the University employs 20 fully commissioned
officers.
He said the 911 telephone
system and the University
blue-light emergency telephones — soon to increase
from nine to ten locations —
are both successful programs.
"(The 911 system is") being
treated as a serious communication system," Bess said.
He said 1125,000 is budgeted
for the 1989-1990 fiscal year to

ALBERT W.

improve campus saftey conditions. Speaker presentations
and other safety programs are
being utilized In residence
halls, be said.
"The biggest crime we have
to deal with on this campus is
theft," Bess said.
Programs such as Operation
Hall Watch and Operation Identification are being used to
curb theft, he added.
The selection process for
student members of the University Board of Trustees was
voted to be added to the USG
constitution for the second
time.

Rob Schmidt, a representative of the Commuter and OffCampus Student Organization,
said the group wanted to have
a voice In choosing the offcampus student to sit on the
selection committee for student nominations to the University Board of Trustees.
The government approved
donating $100 in support of the
Progressive Student Organization s tuition conference on
Oct. 22.
The Oct. 24 USG meeting is
open to the faculty, staff and
student body, and will be held
in 1007 Business Administration Annex at 8 p.m.

SMITH

union stipulations.
"I think the bargaining team
has come up with a fair and responsible contract," Marsh
said. "That's probably why the
council accepted It."
The contract provides for
wage adjustment and step pay
classification for years of service, Marsh said, and will be
retroactive to July 1. Step pay
classification provides specific
guidelines for employees in relation to how many years of service they have accumulated, he
said.
"There were some things we
didn't agree with, that's probably why the closed session lasted
as long as it did," said Thomas
Anderson, councilman-at-large.
In another motion, council
unanimously approved a figure
of $1,280,000 to provide a reservoir and a sludge lagoon in order
to improve the city's waterworks system.
Bill Herald, Ward 4 councilman, said the reservoir would
ensure the availability of a
30-day water supply.
"In the case ot a contaminant
in the Maumee River or drought
conditions such as in this past
summer, the city will be able to
feed off the reservoir, instead of
taking water from the

Maumee," Herald said. "If
there was ever a problem with
chemical contamination, it will
be a real benefit - I think it's
great."
Herald said the Environmental Protection Agency mandated
a solution to the problem of a
lime sludge being put back into
the Maumee from our water
treatment process.
The lagoon will allow the sludge bi-product to be put into a
lagoon instead of draining back
into the Maumee after the water
has been treated. Herald said.
"The concentration is not
dangerous, and not that high,
but we have to do it, especially
since the EPA did mandate it,
he said. "Though it costs a lot of
money, people I've talked to
have reacted favorably to both
aspects of the plan. People see
the need, even though it does
cost a lot of money."
Original estimates for the
project exceeded the final figure, Anderson said, which was a
benefit of the approval, though
the figure may seem high.
"The estimate was almost $1
million higher ($1,865,000) than
the final figure, which is great,"
Anderson said.

American Heart
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21 *
12:00 noon-1:00 p.m.
Off-Campus Student Center
"Alcoholism and the Family," Kim
Downs, M. Ed.
9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Prout Cafeteria
Frank's Place Opening!

■^<=^

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19 \j

/&

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
Off-Campus Student Center
"Consequences of Drinking I: A
Behavioral Perspective," Dr. Derek
Dickinson
1:00-2:00 p.m.
Off-Campus Student Center
"Consequences of Drinking III: A
Medical Perspective," Ms. Joanne
Navin, Dr. Josh Kaplan
12:00 noon-2:00 p.m.
Student Services Building
Greek Life Mocktail Contest
7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Prout Hall, Main Lounge
"Addiction, Co-Dependency and
Recovery: A Fact of Life," Larry
Mershman

"\

10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
"AA W: Know The Issues and the
Student Health Center present The
Health Fair"
12:00 noon-1:00 p.m.
Off-Campus Student Center
"Caring Confrontations: Helping a
Friend Who May have a Drinking
Problem," Craig Vickio

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20
12:00 noon-1:00 p.m.
Off-Campus Student Center
"Current Trends in Alcohol Use,"
Norm Heineman
12:00 noon-9:00 p.m.
Student Rec Center Foyer
"Celebrity" Life Cycles
9:00 p.m.
Oish Film Theater
UAO Movie: The Lost Weekend

<T<rSATURDAY, OCTOBER 22
10:00 a.m.
"Run/Walk for the Right Issue"
Evening
Greek Life Nonalcoholic Tea Theme
Contest"
f^.
Evening
•^
Dry Dock

iV
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Awareness activities
stressing education
by Scott R.Whitehead
city reporter
A stroll in front of the Union makes it clear that
it is Alcohol Awareness Week. Parked there is a
smashed car, symbolizing the remains of an alcohol-related accident.
The events of the week began Monday with a talk
by Elizabeth Allgeier, professor of psychology, on
"Sexual Coercion: A Possible Correlate of Alcohol
Use."
The week continues today when the University
Activities Organization and Health Services sponsor a health fair in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tony Anderson, Harmon hall director, said it is
important for students to attend many of the
week's activities, for their own education.
"Awareness of alcohol issues is always important and it needs to be addressed on a campus-wide
and state-wide level. Actually, every weeli should
be alcohol awareness week," Anderson said.

Anderson said the entire Founders Quadrangle
staff has been preparing events for the week. He
listed several events, including a possible demonstration of the breathalyzer test by city police
Wednesday night.
To prove alcohol-related problems do exist on
campus, Anderson cited the number of times alcohol is an issue when he is confronting discipline
problems in the hall.
"Let's say I receive five incident reports, listing
a total of IS students involved. I can guarantee that
nine of those people will be in an alcohol-related
incident," he said.
Among the events planned for this week are an
ongoing trivia contest by WBGU; a presentation
by campus police tonight at 8 on "Drunk Driving
and the Law" in Prout Hall main lounge; and
Wednesday night at 7 Larry Mershman, director of
the Wood County Council on Alcohol and Drug
Abuse, Inc., with a panel of recovering alcoholics,
will present "Addiction, Co-dependency and Recovery: A Fact of Life."

Alcohol program aired
National video conference studies drinking issues
by Lori Miller
reporter

awareness issues on college
campuses."

A documentary opposing the
abuse of alcohol will be aired at
campuses nationwide today, including the University, according to Joanne Note, the local organizer of the event.

The conference can be viewed
at two places and times. The
first show will be at 11 a.m. in
the Alumni Room in the University Union.
This show will be geared
mainly toward health professionals, faculty, staff and administrators.

"Alcohol: A Special Report"
is a satellite video conference.
Moderated by Pat Harvey, coanchor of the WGN-TV nightly
newscast in Chicago, the conference is focused on "alcohol

The second show, at 8:30 p.m.
in 115 Education Building, will
be geared mainly to students.
Both shows will host a panel of

experts including members of
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
(MADD), and various drug
abuse professionals, Note said.
David Burns, chairman of the
task force on alcohol and drugs
from the American College Association, is one panel member.
The conference will be "aired
in residence halls and offcampus in the community,"
Note said. The satellite video
conference is being sponsored
by the Health Center and the
Bowling Green Programmer's
Council.

More people have survived cancer than
now live in Los Angeles.

Blotter
Campus
Three University students
were apprehended early Friday
as they emerged from a tunnel
underneath the Psychology
Building. No damage was reported and nothing was stolen.
They were referred to Standards
and Procedures for disciplinary
action.
DUniversity police pulled over
a vehicle on Ridge Street early
Saturday morning after they observed two people riding on the
outside of it. Christopher Palmer, 313 Meeker St., was the
driver of the vehicle and was
cited for allowing persons to ride
outside of the vehicle. Bradley
P. Cunningham. 190 Phi Kappa
Tau, and Timothy Fernside, 505
Clough St., were cited for riding
outside of a vehicle.
The owner of a vehicle parked next to Kreischer Quadrangle went outside Saturday afternoon and found an unknown
male attempting to open the vehicle with a coat hanger. The
owner struck the male in the
face before the man fled.
Drug paraphernalia and
num-chucks were confiscated
from a room in Offenhauer East
early Sunday morning. The residents were referred to Standards and Porcedures.
Mark E. Hostettler, 402 High
St., was cited for failure to yield
right-of-way at a stop sign and
driving while under the influence early Sunday morning,
a Residents of the Phi Mu sor-

ority house reported Sunday
evening that unknown persons
had thrown feces against the
front door of the house.
DUniversity police found a
damaged motorcycle in Lot 6
early Monday morning. The
motorcycle had been dragged
across the lot. The owner was
notified and he said when he
parked the motorcycle in the lot
Sunday evening it was undamaged.

City
An employee of Stadium
View Sunoco, 1530 E. Wooster
St., reported to police Friday
that a man left without paying
for $9 of gas and was chased by
two station attendants. The employee later called police back,
saying they caught the man and
needed an officer to take him to
the police station.
Capios D. Rowe, of Detroit,
Mich., was arrested and charged with theft and taken to Wood
County Jail. Rowe paid his bond,
a $75 tine and restitution to the
station.
DFrederick G. Drovdllc, of
Athens, and Andrew M. Vadyak,
205 Delta Tau Delta, were arrested for attempting to present
false IDs at Howard's Club H,
210 N. Main St., Friday, according to police reports. Because he
is not a Bowling Green resident,
Drovdlic was held in Wood
County Jail and police confiscated the IDs.
DPolice received a report
Friday of a man in a small black
car who drove through the BG
Drive Thru and bought two dozen eggs, after harassing an

by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter
Graduate Student Senate elected Susan Watson
and Angel Ramos to at-large posts Friday.
During the president's report, guest speaker
Ann-Marie Lancaster, vice chair of Faculty Senate, spoke about the revised edition of the academic honesty policy.
"The right to due process has always existed,
but in the new policy il is spelled out," she said. "If
students are aware of their rights, then they can
complain."
The Student Welfare Committee is looking into

money to other budgets causing
education costs to increase.
Bill Thompson, UCF minister,
said one reason there is less
money for education is because
defense spending in the nation is
so high.
Docis said although it is the
primary concern of most students, it is "certainly not the
primary issue of the campaign."

MALE & FEMALE
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Loading and unloading Semi-trailers

OHugh E. Leimgruber, 144 S.
Summit St.. and Todd M. Phillips, of Rudolph, were arrested
Sunday for attempted breaking
and entering at Madhatter Records, 143 E. Wooster St. According to police reports, the
men tried to enter the side door
and were still at the scene when
officers arrived. They were taken to Wood County Jail and
released later on their own recognizance.

3:30 a.m. - 7:30 a.m.
4:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
10:30 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

Schedule Interview with
Student Employment
450 Student Services Bldg.
United Parcel Service is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

a Continued from page 1.
"We have been getting a
cross-section of people coming
in for tickets," Gordon said.
"They have been asking the
normal questions, such as where
will they stand or sit, where they
will enter to see the president,
where the metal detectors will
be and things like that." The
2,000 tickets given to the office of
Congressman Delbert Latta, 280
S. Main St., have already been
distributed. Susan Selby, a representative of Latta's office,
said she is half-way through distributing her second box of tickets.
"The tickets are really going
fast," Selby said. "We'll probably be out by tomorrow afternoon. We've been getting calls
from all over for tickets —«ven
as far as Cincinnati."
The tickets received by the
Wood County Commissioners'
Office are first being distributed
to county employees, said Linda
Amos, a spokesperson for the
commissioners office.

3 Shifts Available
Approximate Hours:

"If we have any tickets left
after we have distributed them
to county employees, we will
then accomodate the public,"
Amos said.
All five ticket outlets will continue to distribute tickets until
their supplies are depleted.

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

Spirit! !

Show Your

BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER
• Learn Leadership Skills
• Meet New People
• Be A Part of BGSU
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Karen E. Gielow, 17 McDonald West, and Katharine M.
Vesely, 401 Mooney, were cited
for open container in the 400
block of East Wooster Sunday,
according to police reports.
DPolice received reports of a
fight Sunday in front of Brathaus involving bouncers and
patrons of the bar. According to
police reports, the bouncers
were advised they could be arrested if they did not leave
patrons alone after they were
removed from the bar.

campus services for the handicapped, a shuttle
service from parking lots to campus, lengthening
the teaching day and the possibility of mandatory
health insurance.
Josh Kaplan, director of student health services,
will be invited to speak to GSS on the possibility of
mandatory health insurance for graduate students
at the Oct. 28 meeting, said Erik Strunk, GSS vice
president.
A pizza party will be held tonight at Soft Rock
Cafe from 8 p.m. to midnight.
In old business, GSS approved the student board
of trustees selection policy, but noted it was uncomfortable with the Ohio residency requirement.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Part Time Employment

► Visa or MasterCard Ready Reserve
► Maintain a minimum monthly bal► Free travelers checks,cashier's
ance of J2.000 in your One Account
checks and certified checks
Plus checking account1
► Free Jeanie's Private Line bill paying ► Average a quarterly balance of $3,000
► Free notary services
in a savings account'
► A free safe deposit box for one year
► Maintain a minimum monthly bal► Plus, interest on your money
ance of $6,000 in a BankSafe*
Account
The total cost for all these services? A paltry seven dollars a month »* Or deposit J7.500 to a Certificate of
Deposit.
Just a few dollars more than most
Call or stop by any Fifth Third
people pay for a regular account
Banking
Center for more information
ADD ON ANOTHER PIUS
on how to open your One Account
If you'd prefer getting all the
Plus.
benefits of a One Account Plus
checking account, without
Bfl
M \<»7HWSrc*N OHIO
paying the monthly service
fee, (ust do one of the
No„ ^^^ Huiu,y_ TiJJln Ml| CrMU
following
fniloHm, Btucom, and \nc MUgel.

Officers observed two men
carrying a keg of beer in the 1000
block of East Wooster Street
Saturday. When the men saw the
officers they threw the keg into a
yard and police confiscated It.

Tickets

D Continued from page 1.
city, the protesters want to ensure that Reagan's opinions are
not the only ones voiced.
The protesters decided to
direct its efforts by pointing out
that the Reagan/Bush administration has raised tuition by cutting education spending. The
group plans to focus on the unequal dispersement of federal

E¥3

Only Fifth Third's One Account
Plus can give you so much For so
little per month.
FIGURE IT OUT FOR
YOURSELF
Add up how much you're used
to paying for checking. Now total
up how much more you'd be getting (and how little you'd be paying), if you had One Account Plus.
You'd get:
► Unlimited check writing
► Free personalized checks
► No minimum balance
► A Visa or MasterCard with no
annual fee*
► Discounted rales on installment
loans'

Officers discovered a Food
Town Super Market shopping
cart in the 300 block of East
Reed Street Saturday. The store
was notified and told someone
would pick it up.

GSS at-large posts filled

Protester

ONE ACCOUNT PLUS.
THE ADVANTAGES KEEP
ADDING UE

employee. The man then drove
back through, throwing eggs
into the building. The employee
told police he can identify the
driver.

Applications Due Oct. 19, 405 Student Services Building
WE CARE
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Falcon fans get football treat
Free face-painting to highlight game

by Christian Thompson
staff reporter

system is being used to give each oncampus living unit a fair chance at winning the party, he said.

in the face-painting are still eligible for
the residence hall attendance contest.
Brad Browning, University athletic
director of promotions and marketing,
said the on-campus living unit having
the highest percentage of residents attending the football game will earn a
non-alcoholic tailgate party for the
Parent's Day football game on Oct. 29.

When Youngstown State University
fans look across the football field this
Saturday, they will see many brownand-orange faces staring back.
On Student Appreciation Day, each
residence hall will be sponsoring a student face painting event before the
football game.
According to Maureen Owen, proSam coordinator for Residence Life,
e students who participate will be
Cresented for on-field recognition durig the game for their "spirit art."
Owen said students not participating

Owen said if 200 students come from
McDonald Quadrangle and 200 came
from Rodgers Quadrangle, Rodgers
would win because it has a lower number of residents in the hall.
Browning said a token-system is being used to differentiate hall residents.
This week every student living on
campus will receive a colored token,"
he said. "At the game, there will be containers to put them in and the results

A non-alcoholic tailgate party will
also be given to the Greek living unit
with the highest percentage of attendance, Browning said.
He explained that the percentage

Students carrying signs that
read "We love you Ron, "With
liberty and justice for all — vote
Bush/Quayle," and "For an exciting future vote Bush " will
welcome President Ronald
Reagan to town Wednesday.
The Bush/Quayle campaign
donated paints, brushes and
paper to the University for students to "create enthusiasm for
the campaign" by producing
2,000 signs, said John Miller,
vice chairman of College Repubicans.
Miller said the College Republicans asked for the materials
to make the signs.
However, he added it is common for a presidential campaign
to donate materials when a
major figure speaks on a college
campus.
Miller said the University has
been requesting a sequel to the

President's visit in 1964 so it
could show support for Bush,
Quayle and Reagan.
"The people in Washington
are impressed with the enthusiasm so far on campus,"
Miller said.
For the past two nights, more
than 20 Republican supporters
worked more than six hours
painting the signs.
Victor Podis, freshman undecided major, said, "I want to
show how much I love Ronald
Reagan and I want Bush to get
elected."
Dan Caudill, chairman of College Republicans, said because
the University is largely conservative there has been avid support for the Republican candidates.
Painting signs is one way students can show they have pride
in their country, Caudill said.
Miller said any student who
wants to be involved can help
paint in the forum of the Student
Services building today.

by Amy Burkett
wire editor

Rick L. Meyers, of
Toledo, pleaded guilty in
the Wood County Common
Pleas Court to a charge of
unauthorized use of a
motor vehicle and was sentenced Oct. 6 to one-and-ahalf years in prison. The
sentence was suspended
and Meyers was placed on
probation for one-and-ahalf years. He must pay a
$200 fine, plus court costs,
within six months.
Karl M. Eickmann, of
Weston. was found guilty
Oct. 7 by a Wood County
Common Pleas Court Jury
of one count of trafficking
in marijuana and two
counts of aggravated trafficking. Eickmann was
sentenced to three years in
prison, but the sentence
was reduced to four years
of probation, eight months
in the Wood County Jail, a
$6,000 fine, $290 In restitution, plus court costs.
Debra L. Perez, of
Weston, pleaded guilty in a
Wood County Common
Pleas Court to an amended
indictment of two counts of
trafficking in marijuana
and was sentenced Oct. 7 to
two years in prison. Her
sentence was suspended
and Perez was placed on
probation for two years
and must pay a $1,000 fine
within six months, plus
court costs.

unll ha
tahnlatad and
will
be tabulated
and annminroH
announced during
halftime."
Student Appreciation Day is being
co-sponsored by the University Athletic
Department and the BG News and includes free admission for all students
with valid identification cards, a free
hot dog and soft drink and a number of
raffles for students to win.
Among the prizes, many of which
have been donated by area merchants,
is a trip for two to Florida.
A shuttle bus will be making several
runs to pick up both on and (•campus
students beginning at 11:45 a.m. The
bus route will be announced Wednesday
By.
The day
BVfwill also recognize S3 campus
organizations via the loudspeaker and
the message board. Browning said.

Preparations are underway to
make sure things run smoothly
for President Ronald Reagan's
visit to Bowling Green Wednesday.
According to Michele Woodward, White House aide, members of the president's advance
team arrived late last week to
organize the president's second
visit to the city.
Woodward said since Reagan
will be speaking in front of the
Wood County Courthouse, a
press platform and snow fences
used for crowd control were
needed. She said they have
already been put in place.
In addition, Trinity United
Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit St., has been established as

According to Woodward, the
Bush/Quayle team is covering
all of the city's expenses for
Reagan's visit, including the
cost of operating a shuttle bus
between the courthouse and the
Wood County Fairgrounds,
where additional parking will be
available.
The shuttle will run before
Reagan's speech from 11:30

for $5.75
MARK'S
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Pizza Pub
352-3551

free delivery
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only at

HALLOWEEN

DEBRA WINGER

ahead of schedule, she said.
"The courthouse had plans to
faint things later in the month
ut decided to move up the plans
so that it would be done before
the president arrives," Woodward said.

a.m. to 1:45 p.m. and will make
return trips following the presentation.
"It was suggested to the advance team that there should be
a shuttle bus since parking is
limited near the courthouse,"
Woodward said. "The shuttles
will be leaving the fairgrounds
as soon as a bus fills up. After
the bus drops the passengers off
at the courthouse, the shuttle
will immediately return to the
fairgrounds to pick up another
loadof people."

Large 2-ITEM PIZZA

wishes everyone a safe and happy

TUES. NITE IS POPCORN NITE
AIL POPCORN 1/2 PRICE

the press center for the White
House press to file stories from,
she said.
Repair plans for the courthouse are also on-going and
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Students to'sign' White House prepares
with Bush/Quayle for president's BG visit
by Laura Spitzer
reporter
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Sorority's rush casual
Potential AOPi members receive personal attention
costs, and membership. Rushees were also asked to sign-up
for a personal appointment with
AOPi officials.

by Deborah Kennedy
copy editor
Alpha Omicron Pi's search for
colony members which began
Oct 17 will be casual in comparison to the fall rush conducted by
established sororities.
Laurie Allen, assistant director of Greek Life, said the casual
rush will give every woman involved In the colonization process an opportunity to talk individually with officials from the
AOPi international.
"The process we're using allows more individual attention
than the fall rush process where
there are 50 women at each rush
party," Allen said.
The colonization process began Monday with an informational meeting. During the meeting, prospective colony members learned about the history of
AOPi, the colonization process,

Streets

,

a Continued from page 1.
courthouse — where Reagan
will appear.
Mayor Edwin Miller has declared Wednesday a city parking holiday, which means motorists are exempt from feeding

I

AMERICAN
LUNG
. ASSOCIATION
7M~ — I1li

Personal appointments will
take place tonight and Wednesday. A casual Interview style
will be followed during the process in an effort to learn about
the individual's interests and
needs. The appointment is also a
time for the prospective member to ask any unanswered questions, Allen said.
AOPi will invite the women
they believe are best suited to
the sorority's needs to formal
preference parties on Oct. 20.
Membership bids will be extended at the Greek Life Office
on Friday, Oct. 21 and the colonization ceremony is scheduled
for 4 p.m. at Prout Chapel, followed by a reception at 7 p.m. at
meters all day "if they can find
a spot," Barber said.
Miller said he took this
measure to ensure the maximum number of parking spaces
available during the president's
visit.
Barber said the city parking
lot off of Court Street, behind
Main Street, will be closed all
day Wednesday.
He said anyone planning to attend the president's speech
should "get there early."

1st 10 people in the door
$9.95
Next 10: $14.95
Next 10: $19.95
Everyone Else: $24.95

^^ 1

Packages include 10 visiisB
only
Expires: Nov. .'{(). 1988 |

"The process we're
using allows more
individual attention
than the fall rush
process where
there are 50 women
at each rush party."
-Laurie Allen,
assistant director of
Greek Life
the Kappa Kappa Gamma
house.
Allen said more than 200
women have attended the information nights and she expects more than 300 women to
complete the colonization process. She said the colony will
select 95 women as members.

by Andrea Nash
reporter
A University administrator is
the recipient of the 1968 Educator of the Year Award presented
by the Ohio Cooperative Education Association (OCEA).
Bruce Smith, director of the
cooperative education program,
won the award based on his individual contributions and the
overall quality of the University's co-op program.
Smith is responsible for the
budget, personnel and longrange planning goals for the
program. A University professor of geography, Smith is

president of the OCEA.
Although he is president of the
association that granted him the
award, it was the membership
composed of employers and fellow educators that made the decision.
"The award is from the membership," said Carol Kreienkamp, secretary of the cooperative education program.
Kreienkamp said each year
the association selects an emCyer and educator to receive
awards.
Calling it a "quirk," she said
"it is not traditional by any
means that the president wins
the award."

Large 1 - Item Pizza
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Art and reason
When Mark and I decided to spend
the weekend at his mother s house.
I never imagined I would be walking
into a mouse's nightmare.There were
cats every where.
Cat plaques, cat statues, cat clocks,
even a cat mat. I couldn't begin to duplicate her collection of kitty litter ill spent
a year at a garage sale. Conspicuously
absent, however, was a real cat. Strange,
I thought, and began to tear that a
weekend with cat woman could be a
lot less than purr-tcct.
But then she came home, and
Mark introduced her. She was
dressed surprisingly well—no
leopard pants. In fact, you
could say she was the cat's meow,
but I'd rather not.
She ottered me a cup of Dutch Chocolate Mint. Now that was something
I could relate to. Then she brought it
' out in the most beautiful, distinctly
u lifeline china I'd ever seen. As we
sipped, I found out that Mrs. Campbell
has my same weakness for chocolate,
loves the theater as much as I do, but,
incredibly never saw "Cats." So Mark
and I are taking her next month.

General Foods' International Coffees.
Share the feeling.
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As a result of the wet weather, students carried their umbrellas as they walked passed Conklln Hall yesterday afternoon. The rain is expected to continue throughout the day today, with a slight chance of rain
tomorrow.

Prof wins award

CAMPUS TANNING CLUB
BG's Classiest Tanning Club
Located directly behind
Dairy Mart
on E. Wooster St.
352-7889

Miserable Monday

Expires 10/20/88
J

Hungry students
'Eat Big and Win'
by Christine Form
reporter
A ferocious appetite may be the secret weapon to earning $500
toward college tuition costs.
In the "Eat Big and Win" contest sponsored by the University Activities Organization, Frisch's Big Boy Family Restaurant and 93-Q
FM, a team of students will eat doubledecker hamburgers to win in
the single elimination tournament, according to Lisa Marsh and
Mary Keen, graduate students in college personnel working with
UAO.
Keen said 16 three-member teams can enter the contest and said
the teams can be sponsored by residence halls and greek or campus
organizations. In addition, she said one independent team may register for the contest.
"We only have about half of the participants we need,' Keen said.
"We would like to encourage anyone who is interested to sign up at
the UAO office."
The contest begins today at 7 p.m. when two teams compete —
each trying to eat the most hamburgers possible. The winners of the
preliminary rounds will compete and a final winner will be announced Nov. IS., Keen said.
The sponsor of the winning team will receive a six foot trophy and
individual prizes include a $500 tuition scholarship for each member
of the winning team, $150 toward books for spring semester for the
second place team and gift certificates to Frisch's Big Boy for other
top-finishing team members.
Each participant will receive a 93-Q/Frisch's Big Boy T-shirt,
Keen said.

ATTENTION GRAPUATE STUPENTS
APPLICATIONS FOR GRADUATE
STUDENT BOARD OF TRUSTEE
REPRESENTATIVE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
GSS OFFICE - 300 McFALL CENTER
DEADLINE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21st
RESUME REQUESTED
PLEASE CALL 372-2426
FOR INFORMATION

Ladies' Night with
"FOUR PLAY"
95* Drinks & Suds
WEDNESDAY:
Motown Night
95* Drinks & Suds

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
18 and over
25481 Dixie Highway 874-2254

:

Elsewhere
Uganda jetliner crashes

IGN.w.

Rome officials blame fog, misunderstanding for death of 30
through the parking lot of a car rental
agency, destroying 75 cars, authorities said.
Only one injury was reported on the
ground in the town of Fiumlcino, 21 miles
southwest of Rome. An occupant of the wooden house, Carlo Satta, 30, was hit on the
nose by a beam as he slept in bed.
The majority of those aboard were Ugandans. The British Embassy in Rome said the
;er list included the names of seven
Britons, including a dual national,
igerians were listed among the in-

ROME (AP) — The pilot of a Uganda Airlines jetliner tried at least twice to land in
thick fog before crashing into houses and
treesi early Monday, killing 30 of the 52 people a board, officials and passengers said
Authorities said the fog and a possible
misunderstanding between the pilot and
control tower at Leonardo da Vinci Airport
may have caused the crash, which also injured the 22 others aboard the Boeing 707.
Many of the injured were in critical condition with burns, fractures and shock.
Wreckage was strewn for a half-mile. Only
one of the seven crew members — the steward —survived.
Among the survivors was a British
senger who said he and his wife, hold
their 8-month-old son, jumped from the
wreckage moments before it went up in
flames.
The jet missed the runway by several
hundred yards. It tore through a wooden
house, clipped a garage, demolished a brick
house under construction and plowed

By early evening, airport authorities said
ey did not have all the names and
tlonalities of the dead.
Flight 775 began at London's Gatwick air>rt late! Sunday and was headed for Entenda after a scheduled oneAirport in Ugt
Jgand
hour stopover inRome.
niton
's aeencv
The Italian news
agency ,\NI
ANS A said the jet
was making its third ai
to land at I
seaside airport when it crashed at 12:31 a.m.
It did not cite any source.
But one survivor said a flight attendant
told him shortly before the crash that the

aircraft made one attempt to land, was
forced to circle because of the fog, and was
about to try another landing.
The passenger, John Harigye, former
Ugandan ambassador to the Vatican, told
reporters from his hospital bed that he next
felt a violent collision and found himself upside down in his seat and still strapped in by
his seatbelt.
"I realized one side of the plane was gone.
I pushed through a hole ana helped another
person leave the plane," he said.
The commander of Rome Province's fire
department, Guido Chiucini, who helped coordinate the rescue, said the control tower
and the pilot might have misunderstood
each other since the landing was begun at a
very low altitude. He did not elaborate.
But the air traffic controllers' union said
there was no misunderstanding. It also provided no details.
A spokesman for the airport administration said, on condition of anonymity, that
tape recordings of conversation between the
tower and the crew were turned over to authorities.

Whales Celebrities protest drugs
'on ice' in Cincinnati student rally
in Arctic
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati is one of four cities chosen
in the nation for a U.S. Drug Enforcement Administrationbacked rally that organizers say
could attract 8,000 students.

BARROW, Alaska (AP) Three young whales trapped by
ice were battered and bleeding
and appeared to be weakening
Monday, while a huge military
helicopter prepared to tow an
ice-breaking barge hundreds of
miles in a last-ditch effort to free
them.

The rally, scheduled Oct. 27 at
Cincinnati's Riverfront Coliseum, underscores a new approach in drug education that
emphasizes enhancing selfesteem while children are still
young enough to be reached, organizers said. The rally will feature pop and rock stars, sports
figures and other celebrities.

Rescuers used chain saws to
keep two small breathing holes
open in the 6-inch thick Arctic
Ocean ice, but freezing temperatures threatened to close them.
The whales became trapped
nearly two weeks ago while migrating south to warmer waters.

Invited will be students in
ides six through 10. Rallies in
)lt and Washington, D.C.
each drew about 3.000 students.
The fourth rally will be later this
year in Austin, Texas.
Grades six through 10 have
been targeted for the rally because volunteers believe they
must impress the anti-drug
message on children before they
are exposed to drugs, said Lo-

The endangered California
gray whales, about 24 to 30 feet
long, were bleeding and battered from continually bashing
into the jagged ice and were
exhausted n-om swimming
against the ocean current to remain in place.
"They don't look as spry.
Their movements are diminished," Ron Morris of the
National Marine Fisheries Service said Monday.
The whales were trapped
about 18 miles northeast of this
Inupiat Eskimo village. They
were only a few hundred feet
offshore in 45 feet of water, with
their largest breathing hole
about 10 feet by 20 feet.
The whales ordinarily can
stay underwater nearly four
minutes, said Geoff Carroll, a
wildlife biologist with the North
Slope Borough. Carroll said they
have been surfacing about every
two minutes, indicating they
were becoming tired and stressed.
Rescuers were racing against
onshore winds that threatened to
close leads in the ice that would
serve as the whales' escape
route if the ice-breaking barge is
able to free them.
Environmentalists, federal
authorities and the oil industry
have joined to rush a barge to
the whales so that it can smash a
path to open water seven miles
away.

wrie Turner, rally organizer and
substance abuse coordinator for
Cincinnati public schools.

suits it had, said Wanda Marino,
a leader in the citizens group.

"The negative approach
doesn't work. It just makes children more curious about
drugs," Turner said.

The day before the Cincinnati
rally, New York Yankees outfielder Dave Winfield, musicians from the groups Club
Nouveau and the Commodores,
and other celebrities are to
speak at Cincinnati-area
schools.

Reggie Williams, a Cincinnati
City Council member and Cincinnati Bengals linebacker, is a
key organizer of the Cincinnati
rally. Williams said the response to previous rallies has
been positive.
Lt. Col. Joseph Staft, an assistant Cincinnati police chief, said
city police have been doing their
part to aid the anti-drug movement by working with the DEA's
Drug Enforcement Task Force
and visiting schools to talk to
students about the dangers of
drug and alcohol abuse.
Citizens Against Substance
Abuse in Cincinnati will conduct
an in-school survey after the rally to determine what positive re-

"Entertainers and stars are
idols for kids. These entertainers are giving their time to
say they are drug-free and they
have been successful, and that
young people can also be successful without drugs," Turner
said.

You won't believe it
until you see it.
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Controlling board
grants assistance
to needy schools
COLUMBUS < AP) - Another 14 money-snort school districts
won approval for $8.2 million in emergency loans from the
State Controlling Board on Monday, boosting the number of
such requests this calendar year to a record level.
The Ohio Department of Education said 45 school loan
shave been approved since January, the largest in any
r year since the program began in 1978. The previous
application record of 43 was set in 1982.
James Van Keuren, director of the department's Division of
School Finance, told controllers a variety of factors had pushed
the latest group of districts into the fund and the spending restrictions it imposes on borrowers.
"Some of those can be declining enrollment, declining tax
base, a problem in passing operating levies, possible collective
bargaining problems, lack of local revenue growth, state funding and those kinds of things," Van Keuren said.
He said 10 of the districts with projected deficits rely on the
state for more of their income than local sources, nine spend
leas per pupil than the state average, and 10 have tax levies on
the NOT. 8 ballot.
'Tour districts - North College Hill, New Miami, Northmor
and Mathews Local — do not have a levy on the ballot but will
be looking at levy either in February or May," Van Keuren
said.
One of the 14 districts, Crestview Local in Van Wert County,
received a $423,000 loan last year. Another district, James A.
Garfield Local in Portage County, was dipping into the loan
fund for the fourth time sinee 1985.
A $401,000 loan request from a 15th district, Union Scioto in
Ross County, was deferred after the system obtained an unsecured bank loan.
Controllers also increased to $345,000 a previously approved
loan of $242,000 for Wellston schools after a revision by the
state auditor's office in the size of a projected deficit.
Rep. Robert Netzley, R-Laura, askecf what the State Board of
Education intended to recommend to solve school fimdl"g
problems.
"The same thing they have in the past, more money from the
legislature, or try to come up with some kind of formula that's
going to give you money and growth and so on? " Netzley said.
Districts, counties and the loans approved Monday:
Bridgeport, Belmont County, $213,000; Crestview, Van Wert,
$321,008; Pairport Harbor, Lake, $117,000; James A. Garfield,
Portage, $157,000; Mathews, frumbull, $443,000; Milford,
Ctermont, $474,000; Nelsonville-York, Athens, $113,000;
New Miami, Butler, $154,000; North College Hill, Hamilton,
$683,000; Northeastern, Clark, $287,000; Northmor, Morrow,
$338,000; Ohio Valley, Adams, $2.5 million; Ravenna, Portage,
$968,000; Shawnee, Allen, $1.3 million.
_

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU OCTOBER 29, 1988
DAIRY MART * FARM FRESH

2% or1%

MILK

TACO BELL now has
99" Burrito Supremes

NO
COUPON
REQUIRED

DAIRY MART * NEW CROP

APPLE
CIDER

N-

HALF
GALLON

$

1.29

GALLON

199
GALLON

WILSON * CUSTOM SLICED
No coupon neceisary.
Open Sun. - Wed. 10:00 a.m. • 3:00 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 a.m.

GLAZED7&,

.'■/!■"

HAM

Now thru Oct. 23

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

AND WATER PRODUCT

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

BREWSTER * PREMIUM

SWISS
CHEESE
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"THE
LOST
WEEKEND"
Thursday.
October 20th
Gish Film Theater
9 p.m. - FRII I I III

s

F
I
L
M
S

Friday & Saturday.
October 21st & 22nd
Eva Mane Saint
Theater / University
Holl -7:30 p.m.
9:45 p.m. &
Midnight
$1.50 w/
BGSU
I.D.

and»SO
In cooperation with WKU proMnt:

SANDRIDGE GOURMET
Wednesday, November 2nd - 8 p.m.
Anderson Arena Tickets: Students $12
to a
General public SIS; on sale now
Haunted House &
at Union Information Desk
Tony Pocko'sl
Boogie Records Abbey Rood
Thursday. October 27th
Finder's &
depart Oval at 6 p.m. & return
The Shed
oround 11 p.m. - Only $4 for trans■AT
■IO AND
WINI
93Q.

Sponsored by
(^

portation! Bring extra money for
Haunted House ond dinnerl Sign
up in the UAO office 3rd floor
Union 372-2343 Today
thru Wednesday,
October 26th

Come to Frisch's Tonight at 7 p.m.
and wotch your favorite team pork out
on Big Boys to win some fabulous prizes
•SO WILL BE THERE LIVE I I I

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

SANDWDCE
gpurmet salads
axirrna

POTATO
SALAD

FRITO LAY * 11 02 BAG

c

'SAVE

30C
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DAIRY MART * CUSTOM SLICED

TOSTITOS DUTCH LOAF
WF SELL

LOTTERY TICKETS

7

WF AC(:

FOOD STAMPS

WE SFLL

MONEY ORDERS

•
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News Briefs

Utility rates threaten jobs
21000 may be out of work in Cleveland due to increase
CLEVELAND (AP) - A utility's proposal
to raise electric rates 50 percent during the
next 10 years could eliminate as many as
21,000 jobs in the Cleveland area and reduce
the population by 12,000 people, a report
released Monday shows.
The study, conducted for the Northeast
Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency, has
been submitted to the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, which is considering the
rate increase.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. has
proposed a SO percent increase phased in
over 10 years as an alternative to a 28 percent one-time rate increase to recoup its investment in the Perry and Beaver Valley
nuclear plants.
"You can relate 20,000 jobs to about 1 million people employed in the area," Bob Lay-

ton, NOACA's manager of regional economics group, told a news conference. "That's
small as a whole, but what would the mayors
in these communities do to attract these
jobs? It's not inconsequential."

director of programs. Strongsville, a Cleveland suburb, is an intervenor in the rate case
and submitted the report to the PUCO as
evidence, he said.

The study says Cleveland residents
already pay larger electric bills than residents of nearly all comparably sized cities.
Of the nation's 25 largest metropolitan
areas, only San Diego andPhiladelphia have
higher electric rates than Cleveland, it said.

The study, which cost about $50,000, will be
paid for by communities in metropolitan
Cleveland, officials said.
CEI serves a 1,700-square-mile area along
the southern shore of Lake Erie, including
Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake and Ashtabula
counties.

NOACA hired Maryland consulting company Exeter Associates Inc. to do the study
at the urging of a Lake County commissioner who was concerned about how the
rate increase might effect small businesses
in his county, said Jamy Wheeler, NOACA

According to the study, either rate increase would result in a loss of real personal
income of more than $500 million a year,
which would lead to decreased sales of consumer goods and increased production
costs.

Conservation tilling curbs erosion
TOLEDO (AP) - The push to
get farmers to use conservation
tillage as a way to curb soil erosion was probably not hurt by
the summer's drought, an agricultural official said Monday.
Soil erosion has been cited as a
major source of pollution in Ohio
rivers.
"Although some farmers using no-till did not see very good
results because of the drought, I

think we will see more farmers
using it over the next few
years," said George Brake, director of the Van Wert Soil and
Water Conservation District.
"I think the farmers hurt by
conservation tillage were the
ones who were not experienced
with it. It is somewhat complicated, and some farmers did not
do the research. The farmers
who were experienced (with
conservation tillage) were hard-

ly affected by the drought," he
said.
State cooperative extension
agents have been urging farmers to set aside more land for
conservation tillage, contending
the practice is the best way to
keep pesticide-contaminated
soils out of rivers and streams
and reduce costs.
In northwest Ohio, environmental officials are trying to

curb the flow of agricultural
runoff into the Maumee River, a
Lake Erie tributary.
In late May, more than 100
farmers and agricultural officials in Henry, Defiance, Fulton
and Wood counties started the
Conservation Action Project.
The program's goal is to increase conservation tillage in
each of the four counties by 5
percent a year.

Teenage duo reunites,
commits suicide in attic
SOUTH MILWAUKEE.
Wta. (AP) - Two 15-year-old
boys despondent at being
separated when one of their
families moved away took
their lives together during a
weekend reunion, sharing a
hunting rifle that each fired
at his own head, police said
Monday.
The bodies of the two — Michael J. Kruczkowski, of
South Milwaukee, and William A. Bollis, who had recently moved to Malone —
were found Sunday evening
by Kruczkowski's mother in
the attic of the boy's home.
"They were best of friends
and they had been separated." Police Chief Erick A.
Slamka said. "One family
moved to a rural community.
That's about it. The kid from
up north had come down to
visit for the weekend and it
was when the father came to
pick him up that the bodies
were discovered."
Both boys were killed by a
single shot to the head, and
the wounds of both appeared
to be self-inflicted, the chief
said.

"This is gruesome to watch
it happen to your friend, then
doing it to yourself," Slamka
said.
According to the medical
examiner's report, the boys
left two printed notes addressed to their parents.
One of the notes said the
two boys had decided to end
their lives because they could
no longer be separated from
their friends and each other,
the report said. The second
note instructed the parents to
listen to a tape recording they
had made to explain their decision.
Police declined to release
the words of the notes or tape,
which Slamka said ran no
more than a minute.
The bodies were discovered
after Bollis' father came to
the home and met Kruczkowski's mother. She went to
the attic of the wood-frame
house, where her son lived
with his father, and found the
bodies, Slamka said.
The mother told police she
did not hear gunshots.

SATURDAY - STUDENT APPRECIATION
DAY! - FALCONS VS. PENGUINS

BUY A 6" SUB, GET A 6" FREE!!
w/purchase of medium drink • Every Tuesday

The Central Intelligence Agency will be
conducting its annual recruiting drive on
the BGSU campus on October 19th.

The following organizations urge
students not to interview with the CIA
because of that Agency's illegal and
immoral actions.
-

The actions include responsibility for
the death squads in Central America,
attempted assassinations of foreign
leaders and overthrowing democratically
elected foreign governments.

LATINO STUDENT UNION
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION
SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE
PEACE COALITION
PROGRESSIVE STUDENT ORGANIZATION

.SUBWAY*

• WOODLAND MALL • 3530204

The Central Intelligence Agency will be conducting its annual recruiting drive
on the BGSU campus on October 19th.
The undersigned faculty and staff urge sU'dents not
because of that Agency's illegal and immoral actions.

to interview with the CIA

The actions include responsibility for the death squads in Central America,
attempted assassinations of foreign leaders and overthrowing democratically
elected foreign governments.
Aurelio Sanchez Jr.
Jo* Trevino
Dawn Glanz
R. C. WoodruH
Elliott L. Blinn
Mike Coomes
Bruce E. Edwards
M. Neil Brown*
Paul Haa$
Conrad Pritsch*r
L*igh Chiarelotl
Ron Partln
Cathy Peppers
Craig H*rg*rt
Donna Nelson
Jeanne Klnnsy
Ken Letko
Pat Coward
Richard M*ss*r
Rona Klein
Steve Hessk*
Bonnie Fink
Shellie McKnight
Robert L. P*rry
Ernest Champion
Jo* Baker
Barnard Sternsher
Larry Friedman
Seano Monahan
Susan Dorrow
Cliff Glavlano
Laurie Sabol
R. Errol lam
Arch Darrow
Manual Vodillo
P*ac* Champion
Ron Stoner
Dennis And*rson
Frank McKenna
J*rone Stephens
Steven O. Ludd
Tsuneo Akaha
Argelia Tejada
Donald McQuari*
Echo Fields
Edward G. Stockwell
George C. Hough
J*rry Wicks
Jo* Perry
K*ith Roberts
Michoel K**gan
R. Serge D*nisoff
Stephen Cernkovich
TedGroot
Tim Jurkovoc
Dympna Calloghan-M*ss*r
Lane Aldridg*

Academic Enhancement
Admissions
Art

Biology
Chemistry
CSP

Economics
Economics
Economics
Educatln
Education
Education
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
Ethnic Studies
Ethnic Studies
Greenhouse
History
History
Honors Program
Honors Program
Library
library
Library
Management
Minority Affairs
Minority Affairs
Physics
Political Science
Political Science
Political Science
Political Science
Political Science
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
Women's Studies
Women's Studies

POLEVERIZE
THE
PENGUINS

Sports
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Bowling Gr»«n Bsvaraga. Inc

leers sweep Seawolves 7-3,10-2
by Al Franco
sports reporter

The Bowling Green hockey team performed no real "magic" in
winning its first two contests of the season at the University of Alaska-Anchorage, but they did manage to pull off three "hat-tricks."
"I felt Alaska-Anchorage was a respectable opponent, but I don't
think they'll be as good as the competiton we face in our league," BG
head coach Jerry York said.
BG outscored UAA 17-5 in the two-game series by defeating the
Seawolves 10-2 Saturday and 7-3 Friday.
Joe Quinn, Pierrick Maia, and Greg Parks led the Falcon attack
as each registered a three-goal' 'hat-trick" over the weekend.
"Those three "hat-tricks" really highlighted our offensive attack," BG head coach Jerry York said. The three "hat-tricks" tie a
BG record for three-goal games in a series which has been done five
times.
While BG was lighting up the scoreboard, both teams did a fair job
of filling the penalty box. In the two games, the teams combined for
a total of 59 penalties for 139 minutes.
"We are just happy we got out of there (Anchorage) with no serious injuries," senior captain Alan Leggett said. "We escaped with
only some bumps and bruises."
Although BG was outshot 39-38, Saturday's contest was character-

Uulnn
CV-'

ized by the Falcons making the most of their opportunities, and shutting down the Seawolves' powerplay.
Quinn and Maia led the Falcons' 10-goal onslaught as they combined for for six goals, three a piece.
While Maia and Quinn sparked the offense, goaltender John Burke
and his short-handed corp shut down the UAA attack. The Seawolves
only managed to convert on two of 10 powerplay opportunities, while
BG mustered three goals on six chances.
BG led 4-1 after the first period and never looked back. Quinn had
two goals in the pericd, while Matt Ruchty and Chad Arthur notched
singles. Dean Trybovevich answered for UAA.
The teams traded goals in the second period before the Falcons
erupted for five unanswered tallies in the final stanza, including

three goals by Maia.
Friday's contest mirrored Saturday's as BG was again 50 percent
on the power play, scoring on four of eight chances, while holding the
Seawolves at 20 percent, again only allowing two goals for 10 opportunities.
)
Maia netted BG's first goal of season at just 1:11 into its opening
contest as the Falcons took a 3-1 lead into the lockeroom after the
first period. Braden Shavchook and Parks also scored for the Fal-.
cons, while Mike Peluso put UAA on the board.
The Falcons again outscored the Seawolves 3-1 in the second
period giving them a 6-2 lead after two periods. Maia, Parks, and
Steve Dickinson scored for BG, while Trboyevich answered for the
Seawolves.
In the third period, UAA's Doug Spooner tallied before Parks
closed the scoring, capping the "hat-trick."
C □ D
BG has only played two games, but they appear to have somebody!
to pick up some of the scoring slack lost from graduating seniors .
Don Barber, Brent Regan, and Andy Gribble in Pierrick Maia.
Maia led all Falcon scorers with five goals and one assist for six.
points on the weekend. Last season as a freshman, Maia only tallied
sixgoals in 41 games.
The sophomore from Caen, France said he feels more comfortable
this year.
"I have gotten stronger (the BG media guide lists him five lbs. ■
D See leers, page xx.!

Central Michigan runs past BG 21-3
Penalty, dropped pass aid
Chippewas in MAC victory:
by Andy Woodard
sports editor

Reggie Thornton is tripped up by Central Michigan defensive back Gino
Marchetti in the Chips' 21-3 v ictory. Thornton caught five balls for 62

Western Michigan
downs booters 1-0
by Mark Huntebrinker
assistant sports editor

It was a scene all too familiar
for the Bowling Green soccer
team Sunday afternoon in Kalamazoo, Mich.
On the rain-soaked astroturf
of Western Michigan's Waldo
Stadium, the Falcons' season
slid further downhill in a 1-0
overtime loss to the Broncos.
The loss was the second consecutive of the 1-0 variety for BG,
which dropped to 5-9. WMU
raised its record to 8-3-1.
The scenario highlighted what
has led to the Falcons' frustrations of 1988.
"All year one mistake is blown
out of proportion because of the
failure to capitalize on scoring
opportunities," Falcon head
coach Gary Palmisano said.
"We're not capitalizing on
offense, putting ourselves in a
situation where one mistake can
cost us the game.
So was the case in the second
extra period Sunday. Broncos'
forward Craig VanRenterghem
took advantage of a BG defensive breakdown for the gamewinnner with 2:59 left.

Bronco goalie Matt Borkowski
registered five saves in recording the shutout. Falcon goalie
Mickey Loescher collected four
saves on the day.
The loss was the the sixth in
seven outings for the Falcons,
which were 10-4 through their
first fourteen contests last
season. But the difference in
seasons is a deceiving fact according to Palmisano.
"In the last five games we
have been playing well, but not
winning," he said. "Last season
we found ways to win, this year
we're finding ways to lose."
With a disappointing showing
to this point in the season, Palmisano said a variety of things
can happen the rest of the way.
"Players and coaches face
challenges throughout every
season, he said. "At this point,
the players could give up, but I
don't think this group of kids
will. We just have to get the
most out of the opportunity the
rest of the season presents. We
can't find ourselves harping on
what we have done."
The Falcons travel to University of Akron Friday to take on
the Zips.

MAC players named
TOLEDO (AP) — Ohio University running back Andrew Greer
and Kent State cornerback Jamie Howell have been selected as the
Mid-American Conference players of the week.
Greer, a junior from Alto Loma, Calif., rushed 32! times for 204
yards and one touchdown as Ohio U. defeated rival Miami of Ohio
38-21 Greer scored the game's first touchdown on an 11-yard run and
accumulated the highest single game rushing total by an OU player
Howell, a senior from Masslllon, intercepted three passes, broke
up two others and made nine tackles - six of them solos - as Kent
State unset previously unbeaten Western Michigan 45-28.

BG News/Paul Vemon
yards, but dropped what would have been a sure touchdown in the second
quarter.

MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich.
— Two drops may have cost
Bowling Green a chance to beat
Central Michigan here Saturday.
The first was by referee Larry
Glass. The second by Falcon
wide receiver Reggie Thornton.
Glass dropped the penalty flag
on BG's Terry Wilson for running into the kicker after a missed field goal. That enabled the
Chippewas to move on down the
field score their second touchdown of the game.
Thornton, normally surehanded, dropped a pass at the
three yard line which would
have been a touchdown. The
pass was intercepted.
Change those two plays and
maybe BG doesn't lose its MidAmerican Conference game to
Central Michigan 21-3 at Kelly/Shorts Stadium in front of
22,865 Homecoming fans.
BG head coach Moe Ankney
did not blame the loss solely on
those two plays. But he did appear upset over the running into
the kicker call.
"I watched the play, then I
took my eyes off the play to
watch the ball," said Ankney,
whose team fell to 1-6 overall, 1-4
in the MAC. "It appeared to me
that Terry came down in front of
him and that the kicker tripped
over him.
"But the official said he saw a
Bowling Green player run into

the kicker. On the same drive ..
. they take it in for a touchdown."
But Central Michigan head
coach Herb Deromedi saw it
differently.
"I saw it. He ran into him,''
said Deromedi, whose team is
now in first place in the MAC
with a 3-0 record (5-1 overall)/
"There was no question about
it."
As for Thornton's dropped
pass, which ended up being
intercepted by defensive back
James Williams, Ankney said it
was not completely the junior's
fault.
"It's his fault, but it's the;
quarterback's (Eric Smith)
fault, too, for hanging the ball
gup," Ankney said. "All the other
layers made bad plays, too.
lit (Thornton) has nothing to be
ashamed of."
Another key to the game was
the wind. Central Michigan had
the wind in the first and fourth
quarter and BG in the second
and third.
With the wind, the Chips:
scored a touchdown on their first
possession by driving 65 yards in
12 plays in 4:49. Joe Connolly
capped the drive with a one-yard
run.
On their second drive, Chips'
kicker Kevin Nicholl lined up for
a 53-yard field goal. He missed:
it, but Wilson was hit for the
penalty.
Three plays later, BG stopped
Central Michigan and forced
another try for field goal. But
See Falcons, page 13 '■

Spikers split with Zips. Vols
Mika named player of week

by Amy Cole

sports reporter
The NFL quarterback injury syndrome is no longer
plaguing the Bowling Green
volleyball team.
This past week, instead of
losing any
starters,
the team
welcomed
back two of
its three
key starters
that were
lost to injuries earlier
in the year. mka
Lisa Mika
and Sheri Fella are now back
in the Falcon line-up.
Falcon head coach Denise
Van De Walle is relieved to
have players back in the lineup.
The players' return did not
help the Falcons entirely as
they beat Akron but lost to
Tennessee.
"It is easy to make subs,"
Van De Walle said. "We'll
have some versatility with
the line-up.
"We could always put
someone in (off the bench).
Now we will have someone
with experience."
Mika, after missing much
of the season with a sprained
ankle, was named MidAmerican Conference player
of the week. The freshman led
BG to a weekend record of 1-1
with the win over Akron and
the loss to Tennessee.
Mika, a 8-foot outside hitter, recorded 19 kills, 11
blocks, 10 digs, three aces and
a hitting percentage of .474 on

the weekend. She had a hitting percentage of .348
against Akron and .600
against Tennessee.
The Falcons, now 7-11
overall and 1-4 in the MAC,
made a repeat performance
from last year by beating the
Zips 15-2, 15-11, 15-4 in less
than an hour Friday night.
On Saturday night, BG lost
in five games to the Volunteers 3-15, 15-13, 9-15, 15*.
13-15, but according to Van De
Walle, the team put forth a
good performance despite
problems caused by Tennessee outside hitter Dianne
Shoemaker.
"I think we played well,"
Van De Walle said. "We lust
needed to shut number eight
(Shoemaker) down and we
didn't do it."
Shoemaker, a 6-foot-3
senior, led the Volunteers in
the win. She posted 36 kills
with only six errors in 57 attempts for a hitting percentage of .526, two service aces.
13 digs, two block solos and
one block assist.
"We slowed her down a few
times and we blocked her a
few times," Van De Walle
said, "but anytime you allow
38 kills in one match, you are
in trouble."
Tennessee had another fine
performance coming from
outside hitter Stephanie Enters.
Ehlers, a 5-foot-8 senior,
added 23 kills with eight errors in 63 attempts for a hitting percentage of .238, one
service ace, 23 digs and one
block assist.
The Falcons were led by
nSeeSpikeri,pagei3.

BG Nawi/Mark Thalman
Outside hitter Jane Planu stretches to try to block a spike by an Akron playar Friday night. BG downed the Zips In thtee games, but
lost to Tennassee In five games Saturday night.
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Shale booms Chips
Punter coming back after slow start
'Goingi
the wind, I thought I would have
a tough day," he said. "But
everything turned out great.

by Andy Woodurd
sports editor

MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich.
— Cris Shale suffered through
the first half of the season By
having five punts blocked.
Whenever his name was mentioned, no one seemed to talk
about his Mid-American Conference-leading
average. The
blocked punts
were the first
and usually
only thing to
come up.
But in Central Michigan's 21-3 over
Bowling Green
Saturday, Shale
Shale made a lot of people forget
about those blocked kicks.
The sophomore transfer from
Tennessee had an impressive
45.0 average. One of his eight
kicks was a 57 yarder into, yes
into, the 17 mile per hour wind at
Kelly/Shorts Stadium.
After all the tough times,
Shale was happy to finally have
' a good game without getting a
kick blocked.

"In practice all week, the coaches said they (Central Michigan) were basically a return
team. As it turned out, that's
what they did. There was no big
rush."
With Shale's booming punts,
Central Michigan was often
forced to start its drives deep in
its own territory. The Chippewas average starting field position after punts was inside their
own 30 yard line.
Chips head coach Herb Deromedi was impresseddbyr
by Shale.
"He did a great job,
"
omedi said. "I thought he hit
most of them good, but especially that one into the wind.
"He looks to be a tough, young
kid."
Shale, who raised his MACleading average to 42.8 in the
game, was not completely
pleased.
He had two chances to pin
Central Michigan deep in its own
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Friends don't let friends drive drank!

THE HAIR REPAIR SHOP
*J4oliaau Special
now through Christmas

HAIRCUTS $6.50
by appointment
Behind Taco Bell
352-2566
No coupon needed

territory, but kicked the ball into
the end zone. And his last punt
was a shank that traveled only
28 yards.
"I think I had a great day, but
I'm a little upset about the one
short one and the two that I
kicked into the end zone," Shale
said. "I hit both of the short ones
too high and got too much leg on
them?'
Shale just wishes he could
e go
several
eralcother punts this season.
The first time he lined up to
punt this season was from his
own end zone at West Virginia.
He took the snap from center,
but dropped the ball and a
Mountaineer player pounced on
it for a touchdown.
He later had a punt blocked in
that game.
In the third contest at Texas
Christian, two punts were
blocked. Toledo and Western
Michigan blocked one each.
"It was real tough," Shale
said of the blocks. But I just
kept my head up and kept going
out there. I knew things had to
start to turn around.
"And I had a real good day today."

BG News/Paul Vernon
Cris Shale booms this punt during Bowling Green's 21 -3 loss to Central Michigan. Shale punted eight times for a
45.0 average and hit one 57 yards Into a 17 mile per hour wind.

World Series game three tonight
Tudor, Welch try to end personal post-season woes
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Bob
Welch and John Tudor are big
winners with a lot of experience
in big games. Nobody would
know it by looking at the results.
Welch and Tudor, the starters
for tonight's Game 3 of the
World Series, have been among
baseball's most successful pitchers in regular seasons but
flops in the postseason.
"I don't think that really plays
a role," Tudor said Friday of
past problems. "There are a lot
of big games throughout the
season and I've done well in

them."
"Sure, it crosses your mind,"
Welch said of his failings. "But
it's something I can't dwell on.'
The Oakland Athletics need
Welch to reverse the pattern
Tuesday night against his former team. Oakland trails the
Los Angeles Dodgers 2-0 in the
series and no team has ever rallied from a 3-fl deficit.
"I'm sure it will be a tense situation," Welch said. "That's a
simple fact."
Welch's greatest moment in
the postseason provided the picture most fans Know him by. It
was the 1978 World Series, when
the 21-year-old rookie reliever
blew a fastball past Reggie
Jackson for the final out to save
a one-run lead.
But Jackson homered off
Welch later in the Series and it
has been downhill — quickly —

since then.
Welch is 0-1 with a 10.39 earned-run average in four World
Series games and 1-2 in seven
playoff outings, giving up 13
runs in 112-3 innings. He's much
wilder than usual, too, walking
11 in 17 postseason innings.
This year, his first in the
American League after 10
seasons with the Dodgers, Welch
won a career-high 17 games. Yet
in Game 3 of the playoffs against
Boston, he did not survive the
second inning and allowed five
runs on six hits.
"Bobby can't change anything
in the past. The only thing he can
control is now," Oakland pitching coach Dave Duncan said.
Welch won 117 games for Los
Angeles before being traded
during the winter meetings. He
fot a lot of attention with the
thletics, even though the hy-
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Art Griswald & the Organics
Wednesday, October 19
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peractive Welch tried to avoid
all the commotion.
"When he's out on the mound,
he's going in a million different
directions," said his former catcher, Mike Scioscia of the Dodgers. "Bobby's problem has definitely been one of keeping him
under control out there. I think
it's probably still the case."
Scioscia now works with Tudor, who has won 105 games but
hasn't been able to win the big
one.
Tudor's latest postseason
trouble came in the playoffs
Xlnst the New York Mets,
n he was tagged for four
runs and eight hits in five innings.
He was shelled in Game 7 of
the 1985 World Series as St.
Louis lost to Kansas City 11-0.
Last year, he failed to hold a
three-run lead in Game 6 of the
World Series as the Cardinals
lost to Minnesota.
Tudor is 3-2 with a 4.03 ERA —
about three-quarters of a run
higher than his career average
— in the World Series. He is 2-2
in the playoffs.
Elbow and hip problems have
limited Tudor's appearances
lately.
"That does put some doubt in
my mind," he admitted. "But
I'm not hurt right now. I'm
ready."

GLASS CITY
ALL STARS
Thursday thru Saturday,
October 20-22
* Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.
live Broadcast on 88.1 WBGU
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

(Finally)

The 1987-88 KEY
is now available for pick-up
in 28 West Hall
Pick up your 1988 KEY from 10
a.m. to4 p.m. Monday-Friday

Please bring valid I.D.

EAT BIG
AND WIN! !!
COME TO THE BIG BOY EATING
CONTEST SPONSORED BY

93Q
SUPPORT YOUR FAVORITE TEAM! COME TO
FRISCH'S TONIGHT AT 7 p.m. & WATCH THEM
COMPETE FOR GREAT PRIZES! ! !
1 st place - $500 Tuition Scholarship!
2nd place - $150 for Spring Semester Books!
3rd & 4th place - $50 in Big Boy Gift Certificates!

93Q WILL BE THERE LIVE! ! !
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Broncos, Cards
lose first games
KALAMAZOO, Mich. (AP)
— Sophomore quarterback
Patrick Young ran for 136
yards and threw a touchdown
Ca while Jamie Howell had
ee interceptions Saturday
as Kent State beat Western
Michigan 45-28 in the MidAmerican Conference.
Eric Wilkerson rushed 24
times for 95 yards and scored
three TDs for Kent, while
freshman Aaron Kinnebrew
gained 65 yards and scored
twice on only nine carries.
Young, who attempted only
three passes, directed an
offense that rushed a schoolrecord 86 times for 438 yards,
breaking the mark of 83 rushes set in 1960 against Marshall.
The Golden Flashes, 3-4
overall and 1-3 in the MAC,
outscored Western 31-0 in the
second and third quarters.
The Broncos slipped to 5-1
and 3-1.
With the score tied 14-14,
Young fired a 59-yard TD
pass, to Dino Dawson with
7:24 left in the second quarter
to put Kent ahead to stay.
Wilkerson, who had scored
from 3 yards out in the first
quarter, added an 11-yard
scoring run to give Kent a
28-14 halftime lead.
In the third quarter, Wilkerson and Kinnebrew sandwiched respective TD runs of
41 and 40 yards around Larry
Steinberg s 32-yard field goal
to give Kent a 35-14 lead.
Tony Kimbrough completed 16 of 36 passes for 235
yards and one TD for
Western.
Robert Davis rushed for a
team-high 86 yards and
scored two touchdowns for
the Broncos.
In Muncie, Ind., Bob Foster
scored on a 3-yard run for the
winning score as Eastern Michigan capitalized on four lost
fumbles to beat previously
undefeated Ball State 16-12 in
Mid-American Conference
football Saturday.
Foster scored with 8:35 left
in the game, three plays after
Eastern Michigan's Craig
Petersmark recovered a
fumble by quarterback David
Riley at the 7-yard line.
The Cardinals, who had
Kenny Stucker kick field
goals of 35,25,38 and 22 yards
to produce their only points,
later drove from their 19-yard
line to the Eastern Michigan
14 in the final minute.
However, Riley threw three
incomplete passes as the
clock ran out.
The Hurons climbed to 4-2
overall and 3-1 in the confer-

ence despite being held to
only 183 yards on offense.
Most of the yardage came on
Eastern Michigan's first possession when it drove 71 yards
in seven plays to score on a
1-yard run by Charles Nash.
The drive's big gainer was a
pass from Tom Sullivan to
Bill Kupp that gained 44
yards, bringing the ball to the
three.
Ball State dropped to 5-1,
falling out of first place in the
conference with a 4-1 record.
The fumble by Riley on the
snap that set up the winning
touchdown was his second in
two offensive plays. Ball
State lost the ball on Riley's
fumble on its previous possession, but held on to force
an Eastern Michigan punt.
In Athens, Andrew Greer
rushed for 204 in 32 carries to
help Ohio University beat
winless Miami of Ohio Saturday 38-21 in a Mid-American
Conference game.
The victory improved the
Bobcats' mark to 2-4 overall
and 2-1 in the MAC. Miami
dropped to 0-7 and 0-4.
Greer, a junior, led Ohio's
rushers to 370 yards. Greer
also scored Ohio's first
touchdown on an 11-yard run
in the first quarter. Cornerback Tim Pringle intercepted
a Miami pass and returned 32
yards for another touchdown
in the first quarter as the
Bobcats scored the game's
first 28 points.
Pringle had another interception, which he returned
for 62 yards, recovered a
fumble and had four tackles.
Miami tailback Chris Alexander rushed for 98 yards and
two touchdowns. Teammate
Tim Forehand had 84 yards in
11 carries.
In Toledo, Redshirt freshman Ben Tombaugh, on his
first collegiate carry, set a
school record with a 95-yard
touchdown run as Toledo
defeated Austin Peay 38-14
Saturday.
Tombaugh's third-quarter
score broke the former
Toledo mark of 88 yards set
by Jim Gray in 1963. The victory boosted the Rockets' record to 3-4 and dropped the
Governors to 1-6.

Falcons' Zurbach again leads pack; team takes fourth
went out hard and even though they fell back a little they both ran
good races. It's always hard to lose runners of Golns and Gaerke's
caliber, but it gives the other girls a chance to compete, which will
improve our depth and be beneficial in the long run."

by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter

When Bowling Green's women's cross country team participates
in a meet, it is not unusual for Mary Loiuse Zurbach to be in the front
of the pack. It can even be said it has become commonplace.
Zurbach has been the women harrier's number one runner all
season and nothing changed Saturday as she led
the Falcons to a fourth place finish at the All-Ohio
Invitational meet in Delaware, Ohio
Head coach Sid Sink said Zurbach is a pleasure
to coach and her presence is Important to the rest
of the team.
"She always does everything we ask and is a
very hard worker," Sink said. "I think the other
girls really look up to her because of the way she
works and her dedication to the team.
"I honestly feel we haven't seen her at her best
et, and I'm looking for her to really improve as
i Mid-American Conference meet grows near." Sink
Finishing in front of the Falcons, which had 114 points, were Ohio
University, which won the meet with 51 points, Kent State (65) and
Otto State (104).

K

Zurbach finished sixth overall (18:25), and was followed by senior
Susie Dieters (18th place, 18:42), junior Missy EUers (24th, 18:49),
sophomore Laura Schultes (28th, 18:53), junior Missy Betts (42nd,
19:11), and freshman Andrea Rombes (50tn, 19:26).
Junior Tracy Gaerke missed the meet with an injured achilles and
her status for the rest of the season is not known. Sink hopes Gaerke
will be ready for the MAC meet, but said he will not push her to run if
she is still hurting.
"We hope she will be in the MAC meet because she can obviously
help us," Sink said. "This is the type of injury where it just has to be
rested in order to get better. If she is not up to par when the MAC
meet comes around we will just try and get her ready for the track
season."
Carolyn Goins also missed the meet because of an eligibility problem, but she will be able to compete in this weekend's Bobcat invita- I
tional in Athens, Ohio.
Sink said it was a pleasant surprise to see Betts and Rombos fill in
so admirably for Gaerke and Goins.
"Andrea and Missy really came through for us," Sink said. "They

leers
G Continued from page 9.
heavier at Moot and 180 lbs.) and have more experience," Maia
said. "Last year, I didn't know what to do when I came here."
D Q D
York said he was pleased with the defensive work of seniors Leggett and Thad Rusiecki.... York also credited goaltenders Paul Connell and Burke. Connell stopped 20 shots in Friday's contest, while
Burke turned away 37 Saturday. ... The attendance for the series
was over 8,500 at Sullivan Arena. The opener saw 4,655 spectators,
while 3,991 showed for Saturday's contest.... York said that due to
the illness of Don Woods, student equipment manager Tom Bruzek
has been busy as full time equipment manager. Doug Means, the
student trainer, accompanied the team to Alaska as head trainer
Bill Jones was busy with the BG football team.... BG enters Central
Collegiate Hockey Association action and will play its home opener
this weekend in a home and home series against Ohio State. The
Falcons play at OSU Friday, before coming home to host the Buckeyes at 7:30 p.m. in the BG Ice Arena Saturday.

•COME TO THE-

As Bowling Green's cross
country coach Sid Sink switches from talking about his
women's squad to the men
harriers, his voice loses some
of it's enthusiasm.
The Falcons finished in a
seventh place tie with Wright
State with 223 points at the
All-Ohio Invitational. Finishing in front of the Falcons
were Ohio University (63),
Miami (94), Malone College
(98), Kent State (149). Ohio
State (186), and Walsh College (223).
Pacing the Falcons was
junior Mike McKenna (28th
5lace, 28:18), sophomore
ohm Wodarski (37th, 28:38),
freshman Keith Maduras
(40th, 26:45), sophomore Dan
Fulmer (45th, 26:48), and
senior Jon Hickman (70th,
27:14).
Brian Donnelly, who has

beens the harrier's number
one runner, was forced to
drop out of the meet due to
dizziness.
With Donnelly being unable
to run and Hickman having
such a poor performance,
Sink said the team was
doomed to have a bad meet.
"It was a real bad performance. We should never
have lost to some of the
schools that beat us," Sink
said. "We just can't get five
c if Donnelly would have
been able to run, and if Hickman would have had a good
performance, we would have
finished a lot better."
Sink said Hickman is
having problems getting
through the tough parts of the
race.
"He has to learn to fight
through the tough times sad
be mentally tough,'
said.
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You can now enjoy the
great taste of DiBenedetto's Subs at the following
locations:

Open 11 a.m. Mon. thru Sat.-Sun. Noon-Mldnlght

by Brian Hollenbeck
sports reporter
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352-4663

Men struggle again;
Donnelly leaves race

*

Health
Fair

For more info, call 372-8249 or 372-2876

Johnny's Carry out, Cygnet
Alexander's Market, Wayne
Wood County Court House
North Grove Carryout

Sink said the team is confident and they will continue to excell as
the season goes on.
"We are feeling pretty good right now, and I think the outlook for
the rest of our season is bright, he said. "We don't feel our girls
have performed at their best yet, and we are confident our peak is
still to come."
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Women continue to run well

Toledo's Mark Melfi threw
for touchdowns on pass plays
that covered 5 yards to Tyler
Burdick and 67 yards to Rich
Isaiah. Neil Trotter ran 64
Sards and John Perry 1 yard
or scores and Bruce Nichols
kicked a 30-yard field goal for
Toledo.
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Falcons take 17th
at Duke tourney
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

A lack of experience took its toll on the Bowling Green men's golf
team this weekend at the Duke University Invitational as they
placed 17th in the 23-team field with a 36-hole team score of 647.
With only four tournaments of experience between the six Falcons
which traveled to North Carolina, the linksters had to view the trip
as a learning experience.
"It was an excellent tournament for the men to gain experience,"
head coach Greg Nye said. "It was a good trip to get their feet wet."
Falcons who Degan the tournament with their feet dry included
freshmen Brett Fulford and Wayne Mueller. Both were among the
team leaders in scoring entering the tournament. Fulford and Mueller had been consistently firing scores in the low 70s in practice, but
both averaged over 83 strokes around for the weekend.
Bowling Green's top performer for the weekend was sophomore
Doug Ray, who recorded a two-round total of 156. Other Falcon
scores included Paul Green (164), Tim Goeller (167), Fulford (168),
Mueller (169),and PatKonesky (176).
A lack of experience was not the only problem the Falcons encountered on the weekend.
They also battled the course's Bermuda grass. Greatly different
from the bluegrass on which the Falcons have practiced all year, the
Bermuda grass caused the Falcons to alter their short game, something not easily accomplished without experience.
"The Bermuda grass presented a whole different game," Nye
said. "It really affected our scoring shots around the green, mainly
our putts, chips, and pitches. It probably cost us many strokes each
day?'
Along with the travel experience and the chance to play on Bermuda grass, the younger Falcons also gained realization of the team
C See Golf, page 13.

BG News/Mark Thalman

Stuffed

Bowling Green players Deon Allen (left), Dal McDonald (top) and Duane Crenshaw (bottom) stop Central Michigan quarterback Jeff Bender.
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I RUggers beat Ohio State again
by Matt Schroder
sports reporter
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Bowline Green's total dominance of Ohio State on the rugby
field continued Saturday as the
club defeated the Buckeyes for
the second time in as many
weeks, 14-3.
With the last two wins against
Ohio State, the Falcon ruggers
improved their overall career

record versus the Buckeyes to
an impressive 60-13-2. Those
numbers become even more
eye-opening when considering
the fact that just 10 years ago,
BG was a meager 10-12 against
OSU.
"It seems like Ohio State will
forever be snake-bit against
Bowling Green," explained Falcon head coach Roger Mazzare11a. "What goes around comes
around, ana this time it came

back with interest."
The 'A' squad put 14 points on
the board, led by tries from outside center Greg Fasig and eight
man Todd Haltz. Abo, scrum
half Jim Williams added two
long penalty kicks. Mazzarella
is pleased with Williams' kicking performance.
I think we've found someone
who can really kick the long ball
for us," the coach said.
After really kicking the Buck-

Keep Your Eyes On TV 27, Weeknights At 5:30 p.m.
THE UNIVERSITY
FORUM
Watch actress Lauren Hutton and producer Mike
Kaplan as they reminisce
with The University Forum
Dr. Michael Marsden about
the days they shared the
stage with Lillian Gish and
their national fund raising
efforts on behalf of the
uisn rum Theater.
lUesday, October 18

ART BEAT
See a demonstration of china painting, a newly accepted outlet for artistic
talent. Hear Marcia Brown,
-4rf Beat host, as she interviews a representative from
the "Toledo China Painters
Shows'' about their delicate
work
Wednesday, October 19

TIME OUT
Listen in as football coach
Moe Ankcy tells Larry Weiss
his plans for the Falcon's
lough away game against
Central Michigan Other
guests include head basketball coach, Jim Larranaga.
his new assistant coach.
Ricky Stokes, and hockey
coach Jerry York.
Thursday, October 20

VIEWPOINT
Pornography in Bowling
Green? Ii doesn't seem likely but WBGL's new public
affairs program faces that
tough question. In upcoming weeks, experienced journalist, Larry
Whailey, will continue his
series with programs on
domestic violence, day care
and the economy.
Friday, October 21

OHIO BUSINESS
OUTLOOK
Host of Ohio Business Outlook. George Howick, tours
manufacturing, industrial
and commercial firms In
Ohio's business world, giving viewers insights into the
workings of successful
companies
Monday, October 24

WBGU

TV27

HOME FALCON FOOTBALL SATURDAY

BOWLING GREEN vs. YOUNGSTOWN STATE!
"STUDENT APPRECIATION" DAY!
PRESENT YOUR BGSU I.D. AND RECEIVE FREE
ADMISSION, LUNCH ON US, AND A RAFFLE
TICKET GOOD FOR THE CHANCE TO WIN MAJOR
PRIZES, INCLUDING A TRIP TO FLORIDA!
Also, a shuttle bus will pickup students throughout the campus area to transport to and from Perry Field.

eyes around in the Ohio Championship last weekend, the word
revenge had to cross the minds
of players on both sides.
Inside center Gus Saponari
said, "It was kind of like a grudge match, but they really
played flat. Maybe they didn't
want to play us. We were ready,
though.''
"This game has turned into a
major rivalry," said center Dan
Martello. "Trie intensity wasn't
as high, but it was still a hard
fought game."
Mazzarella also noticed the
lower intensity.
"It was noticably lower key
which was to be expected. All
the intimidation they (OSU)
pulled before was gone on Saturday," he said.
The B' team made it 2-for-2
against Ohio State by posting a
21-6 victory in Columbus. Scoring tries for the Falcons were
Callen Breen with two, and Ed
Ferris and Kevin O'Reilly with
one each.
Many of the main-stays of the
Falcon 'B' team will be temporarily promoted to 'A' squad action this week because nine rugSers have been selected to play
i a special tournament in Indianapolis, Ind., this Saturday.
The Falcons will be traveling
to Ohio Northern University and
the University of Detroit
D See Rugby, page 13.
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Laxers take Cup with thrilling win over MU
by John Henderson
sports reporter

Revenge is always sweet, but
it is compounded when it is
achieved in a glorious manner.
The Bowling Green club lacrosse team captured Falcon
Cup V Sunday at the Intramural
Fields by disposing Miami 8-7 in
overtime, on Jeff Knapp's fifth
goal of the game.
The victory, which saw the
Falcons come back from deficits
of two and three goals, aveneged
last year's semifinal, overtime
loss to the Redskins in the Cup.
"It was sweet revenge," captain Morgan Sullivan said.
"That was the biggest win in our
frogram in the tour years that
ve been here."
What's so astounding about an
overtime win? The Falcons had
come back from deficits larger
than three goals before. What
made this victory so satisfying
was the comeback against a
team of the Redskins' caliber,
arguably the top lacrosse club in
Ohio.
BG fell behind early and often,
2-0 at the beginning of the game
and 7-4 in the middle of the
fourth and final quarter.
But both times the Falcons
chipped away, tying the score
but never gaining the lead.
"I was worried about losing
the game the whole time," Sulli-

van said, "but when it was late
in the game, I was extremely
nervous."
Knapp's fourth goal with 1:10
remaining in the hard-hitting
clash tied the score at 7-all. That
was the turning point, Sullivan
said.
"That's when I knew we would
win," he said. "When you play in
the most physical game of your
career and you come back from
three goals down, the momentum swing is too hard to stop. "
The keys to the victory were
BG's punishing, aggressive defense, which gave up four shorthanded goals, and Miami's defensive scheme.
"That's the best our defense
has played all year," Sullivan
said. "But what was even bigger
was the way they defended us."
After scoring four goals in the
Srevious match against Miami,
ullivan was shadowed and
often double-teamed, which left
Knapp wide open.
"I commend them on their defensive effort, but it backfired,"
Sullivan said. "Jeff really came
through and scored some great
goals when he was left alone
with one defender and the goalie."
Other Falcons who tallied
goals were Sullivan. Dennis
Knoll and Blake Kneedler.
In order to reach the championship round, BG had to win
first and second round contests

against Toledo and Case
Western Reserve, respectively.
The first round victory was a
typical Falcon-Rocket contest,
with UT getting punished the
whole time and bowing, 11-3.
"We out-hit them, outscored
them and outconditioned them
from the opening face-off." Sullivan said. "But, as usual, they
hustled and played a very aggressive and clean game."
The conquest over Case was a
much more difficult, physical
one.
"That was the first time, prior
to the championship game, that
I was worried about losing a
game," Sullivan said.
Case scored the first goal and
out-hit the Falcons throughout
much of the first half, despite
trailing 3-1 at the intermission.
But the BG depth wore down
Case, and the suffocating Falcon
defense played its game plan to
perfection in the second half en
route to the 5-2 win.
"I have to give all the credit to
our defensemen, especially (my
twin brother) Mike Sullivan,
Sullivan said. "He was assigned
to Case's best offensive threat,
Alex Barnes, and just totally
shut him down."
Knapp had three goals in the
game and was named the tournament's Most Valuable Player.

BG News Susan Schulz
Bowling Green midfieldei Dennis Noll runs through the Case Western defense during the Falcon Cup over the
weekend. BG won the tournament with a thrilling 8-7 overtime win over Miami Sunday.

Rugby

Spikers
n Continued from page 9.
Mika and Fella, who both returned to the line-up as
though they hadn't missed any time at all.
Mika posted nine kills with no errors in 15 attempts, one service ace, five digs, one block solo
and five block assists.
Fella added six kills with no errors in 12 attempts, for a hitting percentage of .500, three service aces and two digs for the Falcons.
Even with these fine performances, Van De
Walle still said more work needs to be done.
"Sheri and Lisa did really well, but we still need
to improve," Van De Walle said. "We are no where
near our maximum capabilities."
Against Akron, however, the Falcons could do
almost no wrong.
Led this time by senior co-captain Jane Plantz
and Mika, BG dominated the the Zips even before
the match started.

The Falcons were given one point prior to the
first serve due to the fact that Akron didn't have its
line-up sheet in at the proper time.
Plantz posted nine kills with only one error in 17
attempts for a hitting percentage of .471, while
Mika added 10 kills with two errors in 23 attempts
for a percentage of .348. The two combined for a
total of 18 digs while Mika added five block assists
and one service ace.
Van De Walle said that the team is looking like it
is getting things back together.
"This is how this team should be," Van De Walle
said. "We've had some tough breaks, but we didn't
quit. It seemed like we were in the game mentally
and it was important psychologically for us.
"They (the team) knew in advance that they
were going to win."

Falcons
c: Continued from page 9.
the Chips faked the field goal
and gave the ball to Todd Reynolds, who gained four yards and
a first down.
On the next play, tailback
John Hood ran 25 yards for a
touchdown to give the Chips a
14-0 lead.
"We wanted to get off to a fast
start because we had the wind,"
Deromedi said, "and we did."
In the second period, Smith
drove the Falcons down the field
three straight times only to
come away without any points.
Smith was intercepted twice, the
second on Thornton's drop.
"We did some good things, but
we were unable to come up with
a victory," said Smith, who was
20-of-35 for 199 yards and two
interceptions.
With the wind in its face in the
third period, Central Michigan
controlled the ball for 9:03 of the
quarter. That kept the Bowling
Green offense off the field.
"We felt at halftime one of the
keys was how we played the
third quarter," Deromedi said.
"We wanted to play tough defense and run a lot of time off the
clock. We did that."
BG scored in the quarter on a
career-best 48-yard field goal by
Jason Zeller.
The Falcons never threatened

Golf

□ Continued from page 12.
f;olf concept, meaning that their
ndividual accomplishments
eventually bear reference to the
team's score.

in the fourth period and Central
Michigan added a 38-yard
touchdown pass from Jeff Bender to Eric Reed.
Depsite giving up 21 points,
the defense played its best game
of the year, Ankney said.
"I was proud of our defense.
Central Michigan has an outstanding football team,
offensively and defensively,"
Ankney said. "Our defense
played well against the run, but
we still have a ways to go."
Central Michigan rushed for
268 yards on 58 carries, com-

pared to just 23 yards rushing
for BG on 26 attempts.
The Chips also controlled the
clock, having the ball for 33:59 to
BG's 26:01.
With Western Michigan and
Ball State both losing. Central
Michigan is alone at the top of
the conference.
But Deromedi felt lucky to be
there.
"It was a hard-fought game
until the end," he said. "Bowling
Green gave us a lot of problems."

D Continued from page 12.
this weekend. The game against
ONU will be interesting because
they participated in the Ohio
Championships and took the title
of small college champions.
Mazzarella said that he plans
to take the entire club and
choose enough players for two
"A' sides and two 'B sides.
"This is an important weekend for the "B' guys because
many of them will get their first
shot at 'A' side action," said
Mazzarella.
The 'B' ruggers will be ready
for the opportunity.
"I think I'll be ready to step
right in," said loose forward Ed
Ferris. "Hopefully, I won't feel
any pressure, and I'll just keep
playing like I have been."
O'Reilly said, "You just got to
go out and try your best, and
whatever happens, happens."

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE RROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING
Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

216-548-4511

15199 Grova Rd
Garrettsvilla, Ohio 44231

Preferred Properties
835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

Immediate
Housing Openings
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

JOIN THE CLUB
THAT MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE
AND THE LIVES OF YOUR FRIENDS
The "I'm Driving Club"
If you are a designated driver for your friends
you will receive free soft drinks at iocal bars
with an "I'm Driving Club" card.
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FREE

EXTRA THICK CRUST
EXTRA PIZZA SAUCE
IJUSI ASK ■HHIH OHDfRINOl

"The players must realize
that they are not only accountable to themselves, but also to
their teammates, Nye said.
The team gained some of that
accountability this weekend, he
said.
The linksters are in action
again three weeks from Friday
as they travel to Miami, Fla., for
their final fall tournament.

1045 N. Main
Bowling Green
Fast, Free Delivery

353-0044

Triple your savings with

Marco's Triple Deal
3(10" PIZZAS
25
CHEESE & 1 Item
• No Coupon NtOMMry
• No Additional items
• BG Store Only

$8

10/23/18
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Membership Drive
Mon. Oct. 17 - Fri. Oct. 21
Union Foyer 9:30-4:30

Classifieds
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Ptacement Bulletin 3. October 19.1888
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE
FOR THE WEEKS OF:
October 31 * November 7,1888
Scheduling On-Campus
interview Appointment *
The first day of sign-ups lor interviews during
me period of October 31 througn November
10. 1988 wil be held on Wednesday. October
19. 1988 at 4 PM at the Northeast Commons
Education stgnupa w* be held m the Forum of
the Student Service* BuMing at 8 p m All registrants must have a First Cho.ce Interview
Card to participate in the first day of sign-upe
Alter the first day. students and Ahjmnt-ae may
sign-up for interviews from 8 am to 5 p m at
the Untversrty Placement Services. 380 Student Services Bueding A Credential Form
must be submitted tor each Interview scheduled at Ihe time of sign-up.
Cancellation of Interview Appointments:
Canceistion of an interview must be reported in
person to the University Placement Services no
later than 5 p m on the Wednesday (one week)
following the corresponding interview Sign-Up
Oay Cancellations after th* time wil be considered a no-show You are encouraged to
carefully consider employers before signing up
(or interviews
No Show Policy:
Faaure to appear for a scheduled interview or
violation ol the cancellation policy will result in
immediate suspension ol your sign-up privileges tor the next recruiting period H you did
not honor your scheduled interview, you are
required to send a letter of apology to the employer for missing the interview, file a copy of
this letter with the University Placement Services, and meet with a placement counselor belore scheduling any additional interviews Any
student who "no-shows" twee will be demed
interviewing privileges for the remainder of the
academic year
Notice on Citizenship Requirements:
An asterisk (*) foaowing an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status m the United States Please review these
requirements carefully If no asterisk (') appears, the organization wi interview only candidates with US citizenship <x Permanent
Visa Students who do not meet the work status
requirements are encouraged to signup on the
waiting list
Spotlight Presentations:
Spotlight Presentations offer valuable information about career paths, detailed position responsibilrties and organizational philosophy Al
students scnedukng interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate spotlights Spotlight Presentations are usualfy held In the University Placement Services recruiter lounge at
7p.m To enter the Student Services Bulldmg in
the evening, please use the patio entrance
Additional Placement Services:
There are important services available to you al
the University Placement Services Please note
that not all organizations and companies regularly recruit on college campuses The list below generally reflects the high demand areas in
the world ol work Don't become discouraged if
your career field is not requested To assist you
m conducting an assertive K* search, the Uni-

Low Cost Treatment

VD - STD
Men and Women
Daytime and Evening
Appointments

354-3540
Planned Parenthood

versity Placement Services provides career and
placement cewnaeehg. credential aerviCM. Job
search workshops professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Network Our excellent Career Resource Library offers you career and employer information and current |ob vacancies In ALL career
fields Placement Counselors directly refer registered students to employers in their desired
career fields Insure your access to these services by registering with the University Placement Services m your final year at Bowling
Green State University
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 1
Bel Communications Research
CompuServe, Inc.
Dayton Power ft Light Co
Susie's Casuals
Uarco. Inc

14

Attention All Juniors A Seniors')
Omlcron Delta Kappa Is now accepting appHcaHone! Applications can be obtained from
405 Student Services ft may be returned to the
UAO office. 3rd floor University Union Omlcron
Delta Kappa is a national leadership honor society and Is recognized aa one of the highest
honors a University Student can earn AN app*cattona must be received by November 4, so
Apply Now!
^^^
ATTENTION BUSINESS STUDENTS
interested In becoming a KEY part of a growing
organization? Opportunity for leadership, miereaahg speakers, social atmoaphere. hands-on
experience Seeing and Sales Management
Club: Next formal meeting-October 18. 7 30
PM 121 West Han
Speaker Frank Sugrue of Johnson ft Johnson
Look for Free Marathon Credit1
BGSU Skating Club
Open to al students
Every Tuesday Night 9 15-10 15
Ice Arena
Have fun-meet new friendsLearn to Skate
Free lessons included
Hope to see you there1

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 2
Automotive Financial Services
Hauaaer ft Taylor Interns
Interstate Hoteia Corp
Keeey Companies
JC PenneyCo
Radio Shack
The Upjohn Company

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 7
Federal Bureau ol Investigation
IDS Financial Services. Inc
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 8
Arthur Anderson ft Company
FBI
RR Donnelley & Sons Co
Sales Tools
Sherwln Wilaams Company
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 9
Goal Systems International Inc
Horace Mann Companies
L M Berry ft Company
Metropolitan Lite Insurance
Savage a Associates
United Telephone ol Indiana
Waddell and Reed
Xerox Corp.
THRUSDAY. NOVEMBER 10
Bobbie Gee
ClaircU
Elder Beerman Stores
Ernst a Julio Gaeo Winery
Marathon OH Company
United Telephone Co of Indiana
United Telephone Co of Ohio

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
■0 SEA MEETINGWED OCT. 19th, 8:00 pm. 115 EOUC.
SPEAKER: MADILYN MANAHAN-PAST EXPERIENCES AS A TEACHER AND PROBLEM
OF ILLITERACY.
•0.S.E.A.HAYRIDEFn Oct 21 -8 00 PM
Bring a Friend1
Musi register at O S E * Office
410 Education or Oct 19th meeting
A PSO and Akes Event
•TUITION CONFERENCE begins"
10 AM Sat Oct 22. 115 Education
Keynote Dr Manning Marable
Workshops. Tuition. Financial Aid. and Strategies lor change foeOw
• Tuition Increases Threaten Student Rights ■

LOST. 2 gold rings left In t st floor restroom
of Library Wed Oct 12 Please return to
Rachel 403 Treadway or call
3720-5926-no wuquestlons asked-extreme sentimental value

COLLEGE BOWL
NOV 8.9, 10
"STAY TUNED"

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE OCT. It AT 10-4
LOCATED IN THE UNION FOYER
YEARLY DUES: 112
Foaow the Falcone on BG's Sports LEADER
LIVE MAC Football Action Saturday
YoungetownSt VS Bowling Green
1:00 Anheuser Busch Pregame Show 1 30
Kickotf
88.1 FM WBQU
GRADUATE STUDENTS
GET YOUR APPLICATIONS IN FOR THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES GRAD-STUDENT REP
POSITION DEADLINE 21 OCT 5 PM CALL
CSS AT 372 ?426 FOR DETAILS
HAPPY HALLOWEENI
Send a bag of treata and a Halloween meaaage
toafhend! Sale Oct 17th - Oct 20th. 10 AM
to 3 PM In University Hall Coat IB only SI .00
Treats wM be delivered on campus on Oct
30th Sponeored bY ALPHA PHI OMEGA.
National Service Fraternity
INTERCOLLEGIATE MOCK TRIAL TEAM
Informational Meeting: Oct 19th
9:00- 112BA
Call Or Dennis DiMarzio at 2-8892 lor more

Mo.

QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES
$15.00
UnlGrephlc.
211 W.et Hall 372-7418

Abortion, Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center tor Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7769
For al your typing needs
A-Z Data Center
352-5042
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For all your shipping needa
Federal Expreaa UPS
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042

SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN FREGNANCY
CENTER
CALL 364-HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

LUTHERAN VOLUTNEER CORPS VISIT
The Lutheran Volunteer Corps la a one year'
service commitment to the ideals ol social Justice, intentional Christian community, and Wng
a more simplified lifestyle Volunteers are
placed as fun-time staff in inner city agencies
which need the staff but are unable to pay salaries for the work needed lo be done Living expenses plus a small stipend are provided for
each volunteer A representative wi be on
campus October 24 Contact the Placement
Office and or the UCF Center 352-7534 tor
more details
NOMINATIONS 1 APPLICATIONS NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR GRADUATE STUDENT
BOARD OF TRUSTEES REPRESENTATIVES
CALL GSS AT 372-2426
ROSES AND MUMS FOR SALE!
DONT MISS IT' GET SOME FOR SOMEONE
SPECIAL TODAY AT 1st FLOOR. UNIVERSITY
HALL(7:0OTO3:15) SPONSORED BY WSA
SHALOM!
The first Bagel Brunch
ot the year, sponsored by
The Jewish Students Group
Sunday 10'23at 10 30a m
In the Faculty Lounge of the Union
lor Into cat 354-8420

Tune In to Bowling Green's Sports Leader
Fn a Sat for LIVE CCHA Hockey
Bowling Green VS Ohio St
7:26 on 68.1 FMWBOU

YOU
make a difference at BGSU...
YOU can make a difference to the B.G. Community
at

"STUDENT APPRECIATION DAY"
Saturday, October 22,

bring with you to the BGSU - Youngstown
State football game a canned or boxed
food item to be distributed to hungry
families in Wood County.
• FREE admission to the game
for all BGSU students
• FREE hotdog & soft drink lunch
• Raffles during the game for gift
certificates donated by local merchants
- and a trip for two to Florida!
• Also... recognition of your group
and their accomplishments.
Plus a Tailgate Party for the residence hall and Greek
unit with highest percentage of game attendance.
iy is being sponsored by the BGSU Athletic Department and The BG Mews

BILL AND KRIS
Congratulations on your
Phi Delta Thau lavallarlngl"
Low,
Kan. Katrine. Debbie. Amy
Eric, Ann and Hilda
Boni-e,
It's bean a year, the beat ol al.
Our laughter and fun haa conquered al
I hope that we'll leal lor a vary long lime.
So we can share our memories down the line
PS. You won ONE time but don't turn around,
Cuz It be back to hold YOU down
I love you.
Whin

PERSONALS

ATTENTION GREAT SUBS a MUSIC
IN A COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
SAM B a HAPPY HOURS
4-8PM
9 - 10 PM
Downtown BG at 146 N Main St

• • CASEY CLARK • •
Thanks lor a greal Homecoming' I had a blast' It
was greal to see you again1
Love. Susan
PS When do I get my first pool leaaon???
"A-O-PI"
The 1988 Gamma Phi Beta Pledge Class
would ake lo wish you Ihe Baal of Luck with
Ruahi
■ • ALPHA DELTA PI • • • ALPHA DELTA PI • ■
BIG NANCY BRANT
OK. SO YOU FOOLED ME' I NEVER EVEN
HAD A CLUE
BUT WHEN YOU BLEW OUT MY CANDLE, IT
WAS TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE
I LOVE MY BIG
LaX. TERECA
• -Alpha Delta Pi supports"
' National Alcohol Awareness Wsw"
'Make Responsible Decisions"JOIN THE CLUB...
...THAT MY SAVE YOUR LIFE
"I'M DRIVING CLUB"
SPONSORED BY USQ
SIGN UP THIS WEEK
UNION FOYER
Oct. 18-21. 8:30 am-4:30 pm
BE A RESPONSIBLE DRINKER....
...DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE
•Brian Pclonek'
You stood in line al day and mght
To get us tickets that are outta sight
Can't wait to party with you and Drew
We'I have loads of fun and drink lota ot brew
We're realty aorry you froze your toe
But It waa worth It cause we got front rowl
Love Kfrry and Joyce
•UB40AAW
"DRUNK DRIVING AND THE LAW"
8 00 to 9 OOPM
Prout Hal. Mam Lounge
AAW
' ALCOHOL A SPECIAL REPORT''
8 30- 10:00PM
Education 115
Alcohol Awareness rvm '88
presents
THE HEALTH FAIR
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM
Lenhart Grand Bearoom
Alcohol Awareneea Week 'SB
preeents
THE HEALTH FAIR
10:00 AM to 2 00 PM
L.nhart Grand Ballroom
ATTENTION SENKMUIM
Nomtnations are now being accepted lor
WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERI
CAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
Application lorma are now available In Office ol
Sludenl ActJvthea and Orientation Room 405 ol
the Student Service Building Deadline Monday October 24 by 5:00 PM
Nominal, your tall or a friend)

Be an Orientation Leader'
Learn Leaders!*) Skua and Meet New Poop*
Acpecatlone available at
406 Student Servicee
OuabyOct 19-6PM

The Brothers ol Sigma Chi would like lo congratulaleTOM HICKMAN on his lavalienng to
Alpha XI Delta SHANNON FIRSDON Good
Luck Tom and Shannon'
The Honora student Aeaocialton la sponaormg
Coltee House It's trite with live entertainment,
munchaaa and open to al. On Oct. 19 Irom
7:00-10:00 p.m. in the Honors Center It
anyone la imereated m participating m tils talent
show, pleaae cat Joan Hoffman (2-5779I or go
lo the Honors Office
To My Big AVA
How lucky could I be?
Not only do I belong
to the beat house but
I got someone ake you
aa a big sister
You're so special to me
Love, Lil Klersten
TUTORING Basic Math Through Calculus
Chemistry and Physics-Oakhursl Learning
Center 874-3349
^^

Carol WeSama
I hope you're happy no metier what happena
Love. Deniae
P S. You we so Beautiful'

WANTED:
ELVIRA LOOK-ALIKE FOR HOSTESS OF HALLOWEEN DINNER OCT 31. 4-6.15 AT COM
MONS CONTACT SCOTT AT 2-7939 9-5
M.W.F, 9-11 T S THURS FOR DETAILS

CONGRATS Dee Gee's
Knaten Alexa Aim..
Jenny Heather Debbie
Laurel Jil Amy
Alpha Gamma Delta . Phi Sigma Kappa
2nd Annual Flag Football Toum
"CHAMPS!!'"
You ladies did one hell Ola job'
Your Phi Sig Coaches
Congratulations DAN EISENHAUER > PAUL
REIDER on your fraternity doubles tennis
championship' GO SIGS'
Foaow the Falcons on BG's Sports LEADER
LIVE MAC Footbal Actions Saturday
Youngstown SI. VS. Bowing Green
1:00 Anheueer-Buach Pregame Show 1:30
Klckolf
■S.I FM WBGU
From fryers and lorma lo newsletters and letterhead, we've got what you need to look SUPER
on paper' See us for all your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Kinko'a 354-3977
HEY KYLE, HOW ABOUT FRANK'S PLACE
FRIDAY?
BOOPSIE
HEY KYLE, HOW ABOUT FRANK'S PLACE
FRIDAY?
BOOPSIE

HEY KYLE, HOW ABOUT FRANK'S PLACE
FRIDAY?
BOOPSIE
INTERCOLLEGIATE MOCK TRIAL TEAM
Information Meeting: Oct 19th
900- 112BA
Call Dr Dennis DiMarzio at 2-8892 tor more
Info.
EVERYONE WELCOMEIII
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE COED TRIPLES
VOLLEYBALL-OCT 18
KAPPA SIGMA'KAPPA SIGMA'KAPPA SIGMA
The Brothers ol KAPPA SIGMA would like lo
congratulate KEN WALDRON and SHANNON
WISE on their lavaMrlng
CHI OMEGA• CHI OMEGA• CHI OMEGA
KAPPA SIGMA'KAPPA SIGMA'KAPPA SI
GMA
The brothers ol Kappa Sigma would like to congratulate KEVIN SCHONAUER and SUE ABBOTT on their tavaeertng!
GAMMA PHI'GAMMA PHI • GAMMA PHI
KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD
Rob S Chela.
Hope you had a Waal on the KD Road to Nowhere We know we sure did Rob thanks so
much (or going ot the last minute-hope you had
a bant Chris I think you looked great on the
dance floor and you are so special to me
Love. Btgjen
LI Marilyn
KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD KD
MARY MANNING
CONGRATULATIONS ON MAKING OHIO
SELECT SIDE I GUESSED PLAYING LIKE A
PROSSESSED MAN REALLY WORKS! I AM
SO PROUD OF MY BABY!
LOVE, MARY
BO RUGBY
Pannel congratulates Athlete ol the week Trlcla
Chap-Mil lor her participation m th« Softbal
tournament'
Panhal Supports Alcohol Awaren.al
Wednesday Oct 19 Mocktal Contest
12-2 PM In Bookstore Forum
Thursday Oct. 20 Moonlight Madness
Softbal Tournament 1 1 PM-1 AM
at Intramural fields
Perryaburg Inn and Cafe Special Student
Monthly, weekly Rat*, si8 par night, In-room
movies and HBO. 26054 N. 01 tie Highway at
1-475 ft Rl 25 410-874-S383

Phi Mu •" Big The • • Phi Mu
A special friendship haa begun
As big and title, we're No 1
In my heart you're the best
Even though you don't «a» (HaHa)
I know our bond wat leal forever
Because you're a friend 11 always ireasure
Phi Mu • * LI KUl • • Phi Mu
PI Phi' To My Big Maraha ■ PI Phi
You kept me In the dark
with your lea and atrange remarks
II always renwmber In. night belore.
wan American Pie and so much more!
I'm payched that you're my big.
You're the BEST!
Love, your M.
Margerel
Room. Tina. Krislen. Caaay
Thanks for the Carpet Stem
Sorry we got you so w.t
Love. Twietalre and Pso',
SHOW YOUR WE CARE aWIMT
BE AN ORIENTATION LEADER
APPLICATIONS DUE OCTOBER It
405 STUDENT SERVICES

ATTENTION GREEKS
Appficatione for Spring Scholarship Desserts
Committee are available m 426 Student Set
vices!

ATTENTION RESIDENCE HALLS,
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES:
Win a tal Igat. party lor your
entire unit |uat by having the
hlghe.1 attenda nc. pi ec en lag. at
"1TUDENT APPRECIATION DAY"
Sat.. Oct. 22 Football Falcons >a.
Youngetown SUM - FREE ADMISSION

October 18,1988

CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION EVENT
Reggae with Chicago's Roots Rock Society
Sat Oct 22. 8 PM. NE Commons
• Harambee Oneness- Unify Party*
Co sponsored by ECAP. BSU TWQA. BBCA
I.SU PSO, APA. WSA and Ethnic Studies fj.pt
" * Everyone Welcome ■ ■

HEY KYLE, HOW ABOUT FRANK'S PLACE
FRIDAY?
BOOPSIE

EVERYONE WELCOMEIII

AMA
Career Awareness Weak
Tuesday. October 18
Mr John Augistine-Greek Lakes Marketing
Rl'MI.I'.l
7 30PMInl10BA
ITVA
Tuesday. October IB
7:00 PM 111 South Hall

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 3
AJF Industries
Century Companies of America
ComericaBank
Hiss Department Stores
Mac Tools, Inc
New York Life Insurance Co
Northwestern Mutual Life
Starr Ccrnmonweeith Schools
Wendy's International
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 4
GTE Government Systems
McDonnell Douglas Corp
Btymo.'
Wallace Computer Servicee

"Student Appreciation Day"
Saturday, October 22
BGSU va Youngstown State
FREE Admission, hotdog 4 pop at
the toot ball game tor all University
students! Plus chances to win gifts
from local merchants and a
trip for 2 to Florida!
STUDENTS: Return your appreciation
to the community by bringing with
you to the game a cannad or boxed
food Hem to be distributed to
hungry families In Wood County.

IGNewi

"Alcohol: A Special Report"
A SATELLITE SHOW
II 00 AM to 12:30 PM
Alumni Room, Union
CARING CONFRONTATIONS
HELPING A FRIEND
Alcohol Awareneas Week Speaker
12:00 Noon lo 1:00 PM
OCSC

WANTED
• "On. female roommate 10 sublease lor spring
semeeler Call Elaine 353-6059
1 lemale roommate to sublease nice, big
apartment. Short 1 an a half block wait Irom
campus $132 50 per month plus gaa only
Cal Paltl anytime after 5 PM at 53-2267 or
2373
Female roommate needed for Spring
Close to Campua-S 130 a month
Cal 353-7800 AFTER 6 PM
I'm graduating Yah!
But. I need a lemale to take over my lease tor
spring semester Great location on Wooater
Large houae with own bedroom. Call
3629221
Responsibl. rmte to sulbtaase 2 bdrm apt
Very close lo campus. $390 a mo utit incl except elec Pleaae Cal 353-6257

HELP WANTED
••WANTED"
Female 4 Male Models
for national magazine ads
Send photo S resume to:
Model Search
MSSWeetSyhranla
Toledo. OH 43812
A good way to earn money lor the upcoming
holiday season Highly motivated energetic individuals to 111 waiter, wahress. floor walker and
caahier positions at high energy nlggtclub—car
pooling available Good way to earn extra
money Apply at Buttons Tuee. thru Sun after
8 30 PM
Gel Your Foot in the Door! PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES thai bring the interviews
Don't take chances on less-WE DO IT RIGHT'
Kinko'a354 3977
Help Wanted Bartending, waiter-waitress ft
floor waiter positions are avMbie al Toekto's
only FUNDRINKERY Only tun ft exciting people need apply m person at Henry J's
Wed SUn alter 8 PM at 1532 S Byrne. Glen
byrne Shopping Center
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round,
Europe, S Amar . Austraka. Asia al tkMda
$900-2000 a mo. Sightseeing, tree Into. Write
UC. PO Box 52-OH03 Coronado Dal Mar, CA
92625
PAIO Internships In Washington D.C. available lor Spring Semester. Call Co-op Program
at 372-2451 or stop by Rm. 238 Admin. Bldg.
Pi lime tutor Not to exceed 19.6 houra per
week Musi be certified at the secondary level
($10 60/hr) Contact Aaa't Super office BG
City Schoora 140 S Grove, BGO 43402

FOR SALE
1972 PONTTAC CATALINA lor sale
St* Rune Great
Beet oller-Cal 372-5963
1980 Honda Accord
Groat school car
Baal otter 353-3358
2 JBL 15 Inch speakers In Base Reflex Floor
enclosures S60 352-8511
3 piece sectional couch Good condition Make
offer 352-0392 ot 823-1108
CAPTURE THOSE PRICELESS MOMENTS ON
VIDEO. Seftng JVC Compact AF Video
Camera with wide and telephoto lenses, video
Ugh! and tot* ol accessories Must sell-best
otter Cal 353-6622

CHANCE OF AIJFETIME BUY
Smal lake and land with a
multitude ol trees lor your
spacious naw home Quick access
toRt 25and 1-75
Cal Virginia Waltz 3542521
Bivms Real Eatata 352-5122

FOR SALE
75 CHEVY MALIBU V-8-3S0
4 BARREL RUNS WELL. ASKING $450 OR
BEST OFFER CALL 352-5252
For Sale
BGSU Jackal - worn one.

XL - 353-3509
Good Used Couches and Reckner C heirs
$10 each Cal Ken at 353 5846

FOR RENT

SIGMA CHI SIGMA CH SIGMA CHI
Congralulallone SKIS on a great first halt ol the
Meemealerl
SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI

70S Second St Apt. A
2 bdrm turn apt. available immedlerafy
Cal John Newlov. Real Estate
364-2260

Ski Cokxadol Winter Park -January 1-8 1989
S305 Earn 1 hour ol PEG credit-School ol
HPER Cat 372-8248 or 372-2876 lor more

Female to share 1 large bedroom S140 a
month put elec 353-5261 early AM or MM
PM

Mo.
Spend the real of
your H. in ooseg.ll
STUDENT AFFAIRS CAREER NIGHT
Monday. October 24
6108PM IISEducaaon

For Rant available immediately. 2 bdrm apt
$390 par mo md al uttMies except ease . vary
doae to campus Cal 363-6350 eves
May Roommate naaded
$ 130 a month a an uH mcl
Calefler 10 00 pm. 363-0672

